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What are the key 

packaging-related 

attributes affecting 

the consumer 

preference for non-

perishable 

commodities? 

Thesis Research Question 

Consumer 
Preference 
for Product 
Packaging 

Packaging 
Shape and 
Material 

Number of 
Products 

per 
Package 

Volume per 
Product 

Storage 
Capability 

Opening 
and Sealing 

of the 
Package 

Management Summary 

During the last two decades, the research into and development of product packaging gained more 

and more interest. Manufacturers of non-perishable consumer goods experience strong competition 

and to stand out between all available products, the next advantage is the more preferred packaging 

design. This trend is noticed by Company A, which is with their ‘local jewel’ Brand A active in the 

highly competitive non-perishable commodities market in the Netherlands. Research into their 

product packaging design has become a potential benefit area and gained strategic importance.  

Thesis Background 

This research originated from the new strategic course must ensure 

to make Brand A one of the largest brands in the Netherlands.  

Via this research thesis, new promising concept development 

areas are identified. By conducting a study into the preference 

structure of consumers, resources can be focused to create more 

effective packaging development activities. We want to know what 

structural benefits consumers find important in the choice for a 

product packaging.  

Literature Review 

As propagated by Company A, consumers form the most important 

knowledge source. Their input increases the likelihood of developing 

new creative ideas that are desirable by the consumers.  With their ideology, Company A aims to 

differentiate their products at the retailer, the store shelves (the first moment of truth), and the first 

use and consummation of the product (the second moment of truth).  

All these fundamentals demand the different product packaging functionalities to excel. These 

consumer benefits are delivered by the combination of product packaging features, also known as 

packaging-related product attributes. But Company A is just a single part of the whole research and 

development cycle of a product packaging. All features of a product packaging have its influence on 

the rest of the stakeholders in the packaging lifecycle; i.e. changes in design require different 

techniques and have different requirements. This research bounds itself to the research into the 

consumer as stakeholder.  

 

Research Model 

From the consumer point of view, benefits and 

functionalities could be identified. For example, the 

strength of the packaging, the information provision, 

or the opening and sealing of a product packaging. 

Transforming these benefits and functionalities into 

packaging-related product attributes gives the complete 

list of potential research areas. The set of determinant 

packaging-related product attributes are identified via these 

functionalities and visualized in the model on the left.  

 

 Figure 1 - Conceptual Representation 
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•Continue with and exploit the storage capability feature more, as this is 
done by few competitors and already a prime feature in the current 
design. Although not considered decisive for consumers, this is still an 
extra benefit to the offering of the product packaging.  

Exploit Visibility Feature 
for Storage 

•Where the Brand A-consumers prefer the multi pack offerings, the average 
consumer in the market is leaning towards the single packs. Therefore, to 
attract the new consumers, it will remain important to offer both options for 
purchase.  

Develop Single and  

Multi Packs 

•As becomes apparent during the simulation runs, the newly 
developed product will cause cannibalization of the other types of 
product packaging designs. Impacting the currently sold, regular 
paper boxes most severe 

Recognize Danger of 
Cannibalization 

•The trend of smaller household sizes offers the biggest opportunity to reach a larger 
market and to create a larger preference share. Decrease the volume per product 
packaging to attract new consumers and satisfy existing consumers. 

Offer Smaller Portion Sizes 

Research method 

As consumer preferences in retail and usage setting are the driving 

concept behind the research, identification of these preferences is 

most often done via a conjoint analysis. The Adaptive Conjoint 

Analysis allows identifying individual and aggregate consumer 

preference structures. As additive model, were attribute utilities are 

assumed independent, it develops a part-worth structure of the data. 

With the consumer panel provided by a third party, 194 responses 

were retrieved and analyzed, representing the Dutch non-perishable 

commodities market. During the analysis, a cluster analysis is used to 

identify groups of consumers. Hereafter, changes are discussed via 

simulations and sensitivity analysis, impact of product packaging.  

Results 

The attribute ‘Opening and Sealing of the Package’ is found the most 

important in determining the preferences for a product packaging. In 

second is the ‘Packaging Shape and Material’, closely followed by the 

‘Volume of the Product’. The other two attributes were considered 

far less important for consumers.  

Two groups of respondents can be identified, differing on three 

attributes, like the rectangular box vs. a paper sachet, the 2 portion 

size vs. the 4 portion size, and the single pack vs. the multi pack. These preferred hypothetical 

products are entered into the market simulation and sensitivity analyses, along with the current 

market’s packaging offering. This leads to the observation that the volume of the product contains 

the most opportunities to make a positive difference in the market.  

Implications for Company A 

As the current market provides, the biggest progression is found in the functionalities and benefits 

during the second moment of truth, with special note on the volume of the product per packaging. 

Decreasing household sizes are the reason to this result, and as this trend will continue, this will get 

more important soon. 

Though, as part of the most important attribute ‘Opening and Sealing of the Package’, the twist or 

closing cap is a close runner up. As this option scored far above all other options, this might indicate 

The preference structure of 

the consumer identified a 

product packaging with key 

packaging attributes as a 

rectangular box, with 

a 2 portion size 

single package, able to 

lined up in the storage 

cabinets, and containing a 

twist or closing cap. 
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a latent preference of keeping the leftover product fresh; i.e. being able to reseal the packaging for a 

later use. This makes it an interesting research topic for the future. 

A Wider View on the Managerial Implications 

As this research is performed in association with Company A, most of the results apply to their 

situation. But we can infer some general implications for other businesses situated in the non-

perishable consumer food sector.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Contribution  

Since the ‘90s, the range and the number of product increased for consumers increased fast. As 

brand loyalty of consumers was not obvious anymore, business needed to attract the consumers to 

choose for their product. Consumers decide what to buy at the shelves more 

often than before (Prendergast and Pitt, 1996). Since that moment, getting the 

first interaction at the shelve with the consumer via packaging designs became 

an interesting research domain (Underwood, 2003).  

This research takes a more detailed vision on this packaging domain. 

Opposed to previous research, by incorporating multiple packaging-

related attributes, this research delivered insight in the individual aspects 

of a product packaging design. Allowing for a more informed packaging 

development strategy.  

Alongside previous research of Silayoi and Speece (2007) and Boch, Brunel 

and Arnold (2003), the results show that structural packaging-related 

attributes, like the shape, material and technology used, influences the 

consumer preference for packaging designs.  

Future research into packaging development should incorporate multiple 

packaging-related attributes. Since these aspects do not have the same 

importance to consumers, these should be evaluated as separate aspects. 

This research is a nice first step, what follows should incorporate more 

structural technologies. The limitations of the applied research 

methodology lead to combining and ignoring of packaging aspects. 

Including other potential determinant packaging-related attributes help 

this domain to evolve in an important factor in new product development.  

  

The consumer is fairly conservative in the 
perception on how a non-perishable 
commodity product looks like. New 
packaging designs should not deviate too 
much from the current form. 

React to the preference for smaller 
product portion sizes. Aim at the desire 
for and convenience of household size 
specific products. 

Next to the freshness perception 
that this feature expresses, we 
think that the resealability of the 
packaging also expresses the 
desire to use the needed right 
amount of product. When 
consumers are able to reseal the 
product packaging, the business 
is able to produce larger product 
sizes and consumers can use the 
product multiple times.  
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1. Company Introduction, Problem Setting and Research Area in 

Packaging Concept Development 
This research proposal is the outline of the research thesis to be conducted at the Company A on 

behalf of Eindhoven University of Technology. Company A is a non-perishable consumer-products 

manufacturer in the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector.  

The current FMCG market is a highly competitive market, with many new product introductions 

every year. Of these new products launched yearly, almost 30% fails and disappears from the market 

within the year, and even 70% within the first three years. Therefore, companies are searching for 

other areas of opportunities. Since the ‘90s, more and more companies see the opportunities the 

product packaging can deliver to the consumer. And the first thing consumers see in these stores, is 

the product packaging. Research shows that 73% of the purchases are decided at the shelves in the 

stores (Connoly and Davidson, 1996, in Gofman and Moskowitz, 2010). The product packaging is 

becoming more a marketing opportunity to communicate with the consumers and provides the 

possibility to position, target and differentiate your product (Rettie and Brewer, 2000; Rundh, 2009). 

But next to these opportunities, the legislations concerning packaging became stricter in the last 

decade. The notion of sustainability has become a trending topic among governments and 

consumers and as so the legislation around the waste and recycling programs build up alongside 

with it (Rokka and Uusitalo, 2008). For Brand A packaging, only minor and mainly visual appearance 

changes were introduced. The pressure to regain the market share and the potential of product 

packaging has led to the need to research the packaging aspect of the current Brand A products. 

Since recently, the sales rates started to decline and the brand is struggling to keep the market share 

at the current level. To reverse this trend, they feel a need to reconnect with their customers and 

regain their place in the hearts of the consumers. This initiated a strategy that is shifting towards 

more involvement with the research on new product opportunities. To establish this reconnection, 

Company A uses the input of customers as the source of need identification. As a whole, Company A 

can be considered a marketing-driven organization, but since recently this is changing towards more 

research-driven innovation. Although innovation projects are initiated in cooperation with consumer 

insights, the Research & Development department feels they need to start more research projects 

themselves to get to a more technology push strategy. The ‘attribute-based approach’ research is an 

interesting option to get input for the technology driven innovation. This research is one of their first 

that can provide a structural basis for future technology innovation projects.  

The objective for this research thesis is to investigate and explore the key product attributes related 

to packaging that affect the customer preference with the non-perishable commodities packaging. In 

this research, packaging attributes are defined as the physical representation of the functionalities 

and benefits of the packaging (Smith and Deppa, 2009). This area of research has got more attention 

since the ‘90s, when companies realized the packaging is an important and effective tool to attract 

customers (Rundh, 2009). Most of these studies focus on single attributes of packaging that all had 

an influence on the preferences of consumers (see Table 4 for an overview of these studies, p. 15). 

But the major limitation in these studies is the lack of including multiple, more than 4 attributes at 

the same time, hereby ignoring the full concept of a package. Besides that, the inclusion of structural 

elements that offer the benefits of packaging is often ignored, which causes a lack of understanding 

in importance between these structural benefits (which create the convenience for users). The only 
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research study, known by me, that approaches the same objectives, is the research by Silayoi and 

Speece (2007). They specifically focused on the packaging aspect of FMCG in Thailand. This research 

takes a slight different angle and split the use of packaging technology out in separate attributes 

(opposed to Silayoi and Speece (2007), who defined this as ‘providing convenience’). This research 

does take this wider view by including a larger set of attributes and including the separate packaging 

technology benefits in the equation.  

Company A would like to know what they need to do to be more appealing to the consumer and 

lever the recent opportunities into success. In this research, I will use an analytical attribute-based 

approach to identify the key product attributes related to packaging and consumer preferences and 

translate these into focus areas for the packaging concept development. By using expert opinion, 

consumer experiences and innovation trends, all important attributes can be included and this helps 

to focus on the functionalities and benefits that are related to the key attributes. As a result of this, 

the current packages are analyzed alongside these key attributes and any discrepancies with the 

recent approach are identified. The results will serve as input for the packaging concept 

development in future projects. The research domains used to back this research are found in the 

concept development literature, packaging literature and the analytical attribute-based approaches 

literature.  

Based on the current problem situation and the newly developed strategy, the main research 

question in this thesis is: 

What are the key packaging-related attributes affecting the consumer 

preference for non-perishable commodities? 

To answer the main research question, the next secondary questions help identify and capture the 

related concepts: 

1. What are the key packaging-related attributes affecting the consumer preference for products in 

the non-perishable commodities? 

2. Which attribute-levels and options are preferred by consumers within each key attribute? 

3. What would be the optimal packaging offering depending on the preferences for attributes? 

To provide the company an evaluation of their current packaging offering, the following secondary 

research questions are in place: 

4. What is the fit between the current packaging attribute offering and the consumer preferred 

packaging attributes? 

5. What key packaging-related attributes offer possibilities for concept development, respecting all 

preceding secondary research questions? 

These research questions aid in the: 

- identification of the most important and preferable packaging attributes, 

- identification of the relationships between packaging attributes, 

- identification of improvement areas to strengthen the current packaging offering, 

- identification of packaging concept development opportunities for Brand A. 

Summarized, the main objective of this research is the analysis and identification of key product 

attributes and consumer preferences related to packaging for concept development at Company A. 

This will result in the specification of focus areas for future packaging related projects. 
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2. Contribution, Relevancy and Importance of the Research 
The recently effectuated research and development strategy aims to do more research within 

Company A itself. Since recently, the business sales are declining and budgets are cut, what triggered 

Company A to create research into more concept innovations that have greater chance on success 

themselves. Although there is a focus on reducing costs, identification of opportunities is stimulated 

by top management. This research is one of their first steps to generate new concept development 

projects based on own research for packaging. And since Brand A shows the greatest potential, new 

opportunities within these markets can have a substantial impact.  

The focus of this thesis on packaging is to identify the consumer preferences for packaging attributes 

which can make a difference in purchase decisions. Since the ‘90s, the packaging aspect is more used 

to differentiate the product from the competition. As suggested by Young (2004), new packaging 

innovations can enhance the business value of the product by influencing consumer experience, 

enhance the satisfaction level, and ultimately increase the brand loyalty of consumers. For this to be 

possible, the packaging innovation should be communicated clearly and be visible, and match the 

consumers’ brand recognition (Rundh, 2005) to leverage the added value.  

Consumers make their purchase decision more often at the shelf (73%)1; the first place they form a 

judgment on the product. The packaging at this first moment must ensure the attention of the 

consumer (Löfgren, 2006). At this point, consumers assess the packaging and product as one and the 

same (George (2005) in Rundh, 2009). Until the actual use of the product, the package is viewed as it 

is the product. The sole judgment on the packaging is made at the first moment of use, which means 

that the packaging development must also be functional (Rundh, 2005). Therefore, the packaging 

must be more than a mere marketing tool and incorporate the more technical aspects as well. By 

identifying the important packaging functionalities during these interactions, a better understanding 

of consumer packaging preferences is created. Company A is aware of the importance of packaging 

and has a separate department devoted to the packaging aspect of products. This team is 

responsible for the developments in the packaging area of all products, including the focal brand.  

In research, the packaging aspect is acknowledged to be influencing in the purchase decision making 

(Zeithaml, 1988; Prendergast and Pitt, 1996; Rettie and Brewer, 2000). Several studies showed the 

influence changes in individual packaging have. But often these studies focus on a single aspect of 

the packaging (Wansink, 1996; Underwood, Klein and Burke, 2001; Ampuero and Vila, 2006). Next to 

this, the analytical attribute approaches are often used in new concept development where the 

complete product is the subject, with packaging included as a single attribute. This research 

acknowledges the potential influence of the different packaging attributes and includes the most 

interesting determinant packaging attributes to develop a clear vision of influences on consumer 

preferences. This results in new concept development opportunities for Brand A. 

As so, this research will aid Company A in the specification of focus areas for future packaging 

related concept development projects. The key product attributes related to packaging that are 

identified, can offer the insight in the influence of product package on consumers’ preferences for 

product offerings.  

                                                           
1
 Consumer Buying Habits Study, Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute and Meyers Research Center, 1995 
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3. Research Background 

3.1  The New Product Development Process 
To get reconnected with the consumers, every organization needs to understand the mechanisms 

for customer satisfaction. Products that fulfill the needs that consumers have, are more likely to be 

satisfactory than those who do not (Cooper, 1984; Cooper 1994; Ernst, 2002). Exceptions are 

products whereby no other product alternative suffices to solve the problem. But since this is rarely 

the case in the FMCG sector, organizations need to develop products that fulfill these customer 

needs and provide value for money to convince customers that the product is worth the buy.  

In their current efforts to 

develop new products, 

Company A uses the Stage 

Gate Process developed by 

Cooper (1990) and the 

revision of this concept by 

Cooper, Edgett and 

Kleinschmidt (2002). He did 

an extensive research into 

multiple new product 

development processes at 

organizations, successful and 

unsuccessful, and identified 

several phases that enhanced 

the efficiency and effectivity 

of development processes. In the Stage Gate model, the new product development project flows 

through a funnel, that is designed to select the most promising projects for further development. 

Each phase in the new product development process ends with a “gate”, i.e. a procedure to 

(re)assess the feasibility of the project. If the project does not meet the prior defined standards, it is 

revised or rejected and discarded. Through the use of this structure, the process reduces uncertainty 

and risks of the project.  

3.2  Concept Development 
The concept development stage is the part in the new product development process where ideas are 

developed into one or more product concepts. Ulrich and Eppinger (1995) define these product 

concepts as a description of the form, function, and features of the product. This product concept 

provides the set of specifications, a competitive product analysis, and an economic valuation. One 

important part of this set of specifications is the product packaging. Especially since both domains 

are dependent on each other (Oostendorp et al., 2006). For example, when the product needs to be 

conserved and protected from light, water or air, the packaging needs to be designed in a way that it 

aids in this protection.  

One of the most implemented concept development methods is the Stage Gate model (Cooper, 

1994). This method came forth out of the thought of Cooper (1994) who argued that to develop a 

successful product concept the product must deliver unique product attributes. These unique 

attributes differentiate the product from alternative competitive products by addressing the 

Figure 2 - Stage-Gate Model 
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customer needs better. As a second advantage, Cooper (1994) proposed that the market-driven and 

customer-oriented new product process of the Stage Gate model aids to the product success.  

This process is driven by the NPD strategy, which presents the objectives and the roadmap for 

the future in new product development 

projects. The goal is to make Company A a 

more effective and proactive innovation 

organization, instead of the more reactive 

approach as is this moment. The R&D 

must take a leading role in the 

organization to formalize and launch 

innovations faster and qualitative better.  

Consumer Input 

The ideation of potential product concepts is considered a creativity spin where the organization 

needs to “think outside the box”. This process starts with the identification of the customer’s needs 

and the potential benefits of the new ideas. Hereby, the belief of Company A is that consumers need 

to make choices between what they want (backed by Klink and Athaide, 2006, in Gofman and 

Moskowitz, 2010). Their view is that consumers are bad at explaining why they prefer something 

over another (Mueller, Lockshin, Louviere, 2010). This can be avoided by choice-based research, 

which provides a better understanding of the consumers’ real preferences. There is a need to 

identify the real added consumer value; i.e. what are the consumers willing to pay more for the 

innovation.  

During this process, Company A uses the model of Open Innovation, where ideas and initiatives 

are started via ideas from suppliers, employees and/or customers. All these parties are involved in 

the new product development process, with the aim to result in an improved joint value for all 

parties. After generating the ideas, a concept statement is developed to judge the feasibility of the 

product:  

- Retailers need to be convinced to include the product in their assortment; i.e. does it 

differentiate with their current offering and provides it ‘value for money’? 

- The shelve position and the package appeal need to convince the customer to buy the product, 

(The first moment of truth (Judd et al. (1989), and Underwood and Klein (2002), in Löfgren, 

2005); i.e. does the product packaging offer the needed incentive to make the purchase decision? 

- The consumer needs to be convinced of the quality of the product during the first moment of 

use; i.e. does the product packaging express the quality as-expected and provides the consumer 

the functionalities as-perceived.  

- During the consumption of the product, the consumer must be satisfied to increase the chance 

on repurchase. (The second moment of truth (Berry, Carbone and Haeckel, 2002a, in Löfgren, 

2005; Rundh, 2005)) 

Summarized, the concept development is a process where new ideas are shaped into feasible 

concepts that have the potential to become a success.  

3.3 Introduction into Attributes 
One of the possible ways to describe a product is by decomposing it in separate attributes. Over the 

years, different typologies and ranges of what an attribute is are described. The definition from 

Smith and Deppa (2009) defines attributes as the physical representations of the functionalities of 

the product which can define a given consumption experience. This research allows a wider view on 

Figure 3 - Moments of Truth 
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the attribute definition and follows the typology of Crawford and Di Benedetto (2011) and Krishnan 

and Ulrich (2001). The wider view allows us to include the more intangible aspects of preference 

dependency, i.e. consumers may prefer a product packaging because it is made from the desired 

material (features) or because the product is easier to purchase (benefits). Product packaging, as a 

part of the complete offering, aids in the formation of experiences and preferences with products.  

During packaging concept development, concepts can be described as sets of attributes, which can 

be combined in multiple ways (Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001). Hereby, each combination of attributes 

forms a possible solution to the final concept design (Malak, Aughenbaugh and Paredis, 2008). And 

the more these attributes individually influence the satisfaction level of the consumer, the more 

important these product attributes are to the consumers. Therefore, measuring at the attribute level 

of a product helps the researchers get a better understanding of the features, benefits, and 

functionalities of the product packaging (Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1988; Crawford and Di 

Benedetto, 2011).  

Before one can begin researching the importance of the different product attributes, one must first 

identify these attributes in order to let the respondents evaluate them. Roughly, there are three 

approaches to identify these attributes:  

- By interviewing and observing users of the product; identifying functionalities and benefits during 

interaction between consumer and package (the first and second moment of truth).  

- Through an existing source; using the attribute lists of former decomposed, similar products.  

- By using multi-dimensional scaling and paired comparisons of products; identifying the most 

important dimensions, higher-level attributes, in a pre-study.  

Attributes found during this identification phase then need to be presented to consumers using 

attribute-based approaches.  

3.4  Analytical Attribute-Based Approach 
Attribute-based approaches are used for identifying key attributes that influence consumer 

preferences and new product concepts. First, a short introduction to the attribute-based approach is 

provided to get a clear understanding of its goal and function. Second, a short historical background 

gives an evolutionary view on the approaches. Third, the various attribute based techniques are 

discussed by its objective. Fourth, a discussion of the most important issues is provided to put the 

approach in perspective.  

3.4.1  Introduction to Attribute-Based Approach 

In light of decision making, the consumer uses product attributes to evaluate product offerings, 

often out of multiple alternatives. Based on one or multiple attributes, the consumer decides which 

alternative offering maximizes the utility of the product (Wallenius et al., 2008). This maximum 

utility is defined as the optimal set of attributes that combined deliver the highest level of 

satisfaction to the consumer. This does not imply that the optimal set is a combination of the 

individually important attributes. This is due to the potential relationships between attributes. For 

Product Attribute Typology by Crawford and Di Benedetto (2011) 

Features Like dimensions, esthetics, components, materials, price, performance, trademarks, 
services, etc. 

Benefits Like uses, savings, sensory enjoyments, well-being, economic gains, etc. (These 
benefits are either direct or indirect). 

Functions Like how products work, what the product does, etc.  

Table 1 - Examples within the Product Attribute Typology 
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example, consumers like a large size packaging, while they also want lower prices. This is not 

feasible, since product prices rise when the size increases.  

The attribute-based approaches allows researchers to identify new product benefits by simply 

adjusting the current attributes and replace or add new attributes to the set. But for this technique 

to be effective, the researcher needs to include only the differentiating and likely to be important 

attributes to the analysis. 

Otherwise the less important 

attributes distort the choice options 

between concept alternatives, 

which increases the mental effort 

and skew the preferences of the 

respondents. These differentiating 

and important attributes can be 

defined as determinant attributes 

that allow to distinguish between 

product alternatives and which can be readily associated with customer preferences (Myers, 1970). 

Techniques like conjoint analysis, perceptual mapping, and analytical hierarchy-based approaches 

provide the researcher the results to identify gaps in the current offering of functionalities and 

product attributes.  

These analytical approaches are useful to identify the most important attributes to focus on, but 

there are some potential pitfalls identified in recent research. Although, all these issues are present 

in an attribute-based approach, the method has become increasingly preferred by researchers. Due 

to the technological evolution of computational power, the analytical methods got easy to use by 

everyone. The issues are listed in the overview below. 

Research by Focal Subject Results 

Gibson (2001) 
Jaeger and Rose (2008) 

Amount of 
Attributes 

It is necessary to include all relevant attributes in the research, but this 
could result in an unmanageable study with overly complex decision 
tasks. But leaving out attributes can cause missing information, which 
also results in more complexity in decisions.  

Tversky (1977) 
Mantel and Kardes (1999) 
Muthukrishnan, Wathieu, 
and Xu (2009)  
Cheng, Clarke and Heymann 
(1989) Enneking, Neumann 
and Henneberg (2007) 

Brand Reference While assessing individual attributes, respondents are likely to pick one 
brand as their reference point. This brand is most likely the most 
recent encountered brand. This can lead to the ‘direction-of-
comparison’ effect with biased preference results. Next to this, the 
preference for established brand has a greater influence on choice 
behavior than new, less-established brands, caused by known 
information on quality performance and aversion towards ambiguity.  

Srinivasan, Lovejoy and 
Beach (1997) 
Vriens, Loosschilder, 
Rosbergen and Wittink 
(1998) 

Holistic Attributes 
Representation 

It is found difficult to incorporate the holistic attributes of products. 
The measurement of these holistic attributes is based on less reliable 
and generally accepted ‘objective’ measures. They propose to use 
visual representations, in combination with the traditional verbal 
presentation, to increase the understandability for the respondent.  

Carlsson, Frykblom, and 
Lagerkvist (2007) 
Völckner, F. (2008) 
Méndez, Oubiña, and Rubio 
(2011) 
 

Influence of Price 
on Preferences 

Respondents find price a determinant attribute, which directs their 
preference choice. When not included in a study, different preference 
structures can be found, which shows that price and other attributes 
are hard to separate in choice models. When included in the study, 
price should reflect quality of the product as well as the prestige and 
hedonistic effects on the consumer.  

Table 2 - Issues in Attribute-Based Approaches 

Figure 4 - Example Attribute Approach 
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3.4.2  Historical Background 

The attribute-based approach has its roots in the utility theory, which allows researchers to use 

scalar functions to formulate attribute and product preferences (Malak, Aughenbaugh and Paredis, 

2008). During the 1960-70s, the marketing concept developed towards a more customer-oriented 

opportunity identification; i.e. understanding the consumer behavior. Customer behavior research 

can provide the organization with a better understanding of the customer criteria of purchasing 

behavior (Shocker, Gensch, and Simon 1969).  

Several analytical approaches for concept generation and evaluation were developed during 

these years. The early analytical models used the customer preferences to identify gaps between the 

preferences and the existing attribute performance. The critique to these early approaches was 

mainly the fact that these models were not capable of including multiple attributes simultaneously, 

which could lead to independently optimal attribute sets, but combined create conflicting 

relationships (Shocker and Srinivasan, 1979). Based on the work of Steffire (1971), that as first uses 

multiple set considerations, Green and Wind (1973) developed a procedure that uses multiple 

evaluations of each concept and uses different analyses to identify the importance of the attributes.  

Since the 1980-90s, the computational power of computers increased the popularity of attribute 

based techniques. This development also led to advances in the use of evolutionary and nonlinear 

decision problems, like the genetic algorithm by Schaffer (1985) and Srinivasan and Deb (1994) and 

the analytical network approaches by Saaty (1996) and Ayağ and Özdemir (2007).   

3.4.3  Attribute-Based Techniques 

Over the years several attribute-based techniques are developed by including more perspectives on 

the consumer behavior and cognitive ability of consumers. First, the more straightforward 

techniques are discussed and the latter discuss the more mathematical comprehensive techniques.  

Category Appraisal 

Category appraisal is about consumers ranking a set of competing products on their interest, 

preference, and/or perception (Fishken, 1986). The result is, via multidimensional scaling or factor 

analysis, that the researcher can identify the factors consumers use to rank the products. Most 

important examples of this are: 

-  Perceptual mapping; method that is most useful for evaluating substitute products and the 

positioning of the own products between these others. To evaluate the substitute products, you 

need to generate understanding about how the customers perceive the products. The logic 

behind the perceptual mapping method is using the evaluations of customers on the products 

and places them in comparative positions with respect to the evaluated attributes (Sinclair & 

Stalling, 1990). There are a few sort of perceptual mapping variants (Crawford and Di Benedetto, 

2011), which are briefly described below: 

 Determinant Gap Map, where two determinant attributes are positioned along the two axes, 

while scoring the brands along these two attributes. This technique’s input is provided by 

managerial perception. Gaps indicate potential for new product offerings. 

 AR Perceptual Map, where sets of multiple attributes are judged against a Likert-scale by all 

respondents. By using factor analysis and cluster analysis, this data can be reduced to more 

manageable data sets. This enables the use of snake plots or factor loadings to chart the most 

important attributes. Gaps in the chart indicate potential for new product offerings. 
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 OS Perceptual Map, where similarities between hypothetical attribute-sets are judged by the 

respondent. This results in graphical positioning of products against each other. Often used 

when the respondent finds it difficult to articulate or visualize the attributes.  

- Corresponding Analysis (CA); this is a compositional approach. It differs from the previous in that 

it allows depicting multiple attributes in one overview. The objectives the CA has are to identify 

the associations between attributes and the interdependence of attributes under study. 

Trade-Off and Conjoint Analysis 

Conjoint analysis is a multivariate technique that models the purchase decision-making process 

through an analysis of purchaser trade-offs among hypothetical multi-attribute concepts (Hair, Black, 

Babin and Anderson, 2010). The concept is identified as a set of product attributes, which are valued 

by the purchasers, and then determine the total value of the product (Green and Srinivasan, 1978). 

These conjoint analyses assume that the respondent maximizes the total value when choosing 

between alternatives, according to the utility theory (Enneking, Neumann and Henneberg, 2007). By 

observing the changes in preference of the respondent among attribute sets, this technique allows 

to detect the effect of changes in attributes on the preference (Jaeger and Rose, 2008). This 

technique is able to capture the current consumer preference, which allows for future market 

change reactions predictions.  

Analytical Hierarchy Process and Analytic Network Process 

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) judges which attribute has a greater influence on a prior set’s 

performance (Saaty, 1981). Saaty (1981) structures the decision process as a hierarchy followed by a 

prioritization process. The starting point is the goal of the decision process, which is decomposed in 

multiple attributes. For all these criteria, alternative attribute ranges are identified. During the 

prioritization process, respondents need to assign dominance of an attribute range, in models that 

share a common criterion. Final, to compose an optimal concept design, the alternative attribute 

ranges that best match the goal of the decision process need to be put together. When these 

attributes are likely to depend on each other, as in a network system, an Analytical Network Process 

(ANP) is preferred (Saaty, 1996; Ayağ and Özdemir, 2007). The hierarchical levels among the 

attributes are then allowed to provide feedback on each other.  

Fuzzy Network Algorithms 

A more fuzzy reasoning and network-based method, as computational intelligence, models the 

relationship between design and customer requirements based on neural networks. Customer needs 

form the starting point for identifying the human-machine interactions. By combining sub-functions 

of products, a satisfactory design concept is generated which allows controlling for certain design 

rules and minimizing the search space. These design concepts are analyzed and evaluated by the 

fuzzy neural network, to synthesize the design requirements and preferences by distributing 

weighting factors at different levels. As a result, the optimal concept is obtained which satisfies all 

design requirements (Huang, Bo and Chen, 2006). These fuzzy network algorithms are a new 

research area and still in the stage of basic support.  

These techniques are used in several studies to prove their worth. In recent studies, these 

techniques are also used for packaging related research. This is often done with conjoint analyses or 

perceptual mapping techniques as in studies on wine packaging (Mueller, 20082; Marchini and 

                                                           
2
 4th International Conference of the Academy of Wine Business Research, 2008 
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Diotavelli, 2011
3) or in the FMCG industries (Silayoi and Speece, 2007; Panyarjun and Olarikabutr, 

2011). The other analytical techniques are more often used in selection decision making in the high-

tech industries (Venkata Rao, 2007).  

3.4.4  Attribute Evaluation  

Attributes are a means to fulfill consumers’ needs (Oliver, 1997), whereby the importance of 

attributes can be linked to the levels of attributes and the satisfaction with the overall product. 

Consumers evaluate their experiences at the attribute-level (Gardial, Clemons, Woodruff, Schumann 

and, Burns, 1994; Mittal, Ross and Baldasare, 1998), because the evaluation at the attribute-level 

allows the respondent to judge differently on separate attributes. In this way, they can express their 

preference for a product, while not every attribute is in their favor. This makes it possible to identify 

negative experiences with attributes (Oliva, Oliver, and Bearden, 1995), which often have more 

impact on the overall satisfaction than positive experiences (Oliver, 1993).  

In order to capture the optimal attribute-based design, each attribute is evaluated by the consumers 

to determine the best fit of all attributes (Roberts and Goodwin, 2002). Throughout multiple studies, 

three methods to determine the importance are distinguished, namely: 

- Direct rating, whereby the most important attribute is ranked top, and then decided how much 

less important the individual attributes are to each other (Von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986).  

- Point allocation method, whereby the decision maker has a fixed amount of points to allocate 

between the attributes, assigning the most points to the most important attribute.  

- Rank ordering of attributes, whereby the attributes are ranked from less to most important, and 

then the rank number is divided by the sum of ranks (Stillwell, Seaver, and Edwards, 1981).  

Do note that these evaluation methods assume that the preferences of customer are stable over a 

sequence of responses during the survey. However, in a recent research by Holmes and Boyle 

(2005), they found that respondents of a choice experiment tend to learn about their attribute 

preferences, i.e. subsequent evaluation of attribute sets are thus differently evaluated than the first 

sets. But as they argue further, the alternative of a single preference question would reduce the 

statistical confidence of the study (Holmes and Boyle, 2005).  

Summarizing, the analytical attribute approach offers the advantage of using physical characteristics 

of object to trigger consumers’ preferences. By forcing them to choose between attributes, the key 

drivers behind the preference can be identified. This technique developed over a 40 year period 

from simple and single attribute judgments into highly computational network analyses to solve 

attribute preferences. But this approach also has its downsides, which can lead to skewed results 

when not addressed properly.   

3.5  New Product Packaging Development 
In the last decades, the FMCG industry recognizes the need for packaging differentiation, led by the 

trend that the customers’ decision to buy a product is made at the shelves in the stores (Prendergast 

and Pitt, 1996). This makes it important to attract the customers attention and differentiate your 

product from those of the competitors at this moment of interaction; i.e. provide a clear brand 

identity, something the packaging has a great influence on (Underwood, 2003).  

In this research, the definition of packaging is “the container that is in (direct) contact with the 

product itself, which holds, protects, preserves and identifies the product as well as facilitating, 
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handling, and commercialization” (Giovannetti, 1995, in Ampuero and Vila, 2006, p. 103). 

Giovannetti (1995) specifies the packaging into three levels:  

- The primary packaging, which is in direct contact with the product designed for product 

conservation and user convenience,  

- The secondary packaging, which contains one or more primary packages designed for protection, 

shelf convenience, first marketing and information providing, and  

- The tertiary packaging, which binds the previous two levels of packaging for distribution and 

serves as protection and transport support.  

What often is seen is that the levels of packaging are the same, depending on the shelf presentation. 

For example, the secondary packaging that bundles the primary packages for bulk sale during 

promotions.  

Over the years, researchers defined fairly similar functions of packaging, but used different 

aggregation levels and/or typologies. Prendergast and Pitt (1996) defined their functions as logistic 

and marketing of the product, where Silayoi and Speece (2004) defined them as visual and 

informational functions. The 

function definition in this research 

provides a more distinct view, 

whereby Oostendorp, Bode, 

Lutters and Van Houten (2006) 

identified that the packaging is 

mainly used for four function 

categories during the lifecycle: 

- Container function, for the 

protection against the 

environment influences and 

the transportation between 

and storage facilities at the 

various stakeholders.  

- Information function, for the 

identification of the product 

and the instructions on when 

and how to use the product.  

- Marketing function, for the subjective communication towards the potential customers and the 

attraction of customers to create expressive emotions.  

- Utility function, for facilitation of an ergonomic use of the product and for convincing the 

customers to purchase the product.  

3.5.1  Stakeholder Involvement in New Packaging Development 

New packaging development can help to revise the current packaging approach and redesign the 

functionalities of the product packaging. It has proven to be the primary driver for revitalizing brands 

and products (Young, 2004). For example, the case of the Heinz Ketchup Easy Squeeze as a 

successful case (see Figure 5) or the Tropicana Pure Premium case as gone wrong (see Figure 6). 

New packaging innovations influence consumers on three levels: 1) the increased visibility and 

attraction to the product, 2) the enhanced product and brand perceptions, and 3) the functionality 

and satisfaction (Underwood, 2003; Young, 2004).  

Figure 5 - Case: Heinz Top Down Bottle 
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During the moments of truth to convince consumers, the packaging can have an effect on 

satisfaction with the product (Simms and Trott, 2010). Simms and Trott (2010) argue that due to 

choices consumers have in the retail environment, getting their attention and being able to 

communicate the right message via packaging is essential for the products’ success. Do note that 

while changing the packaging offering it is important to be consistent in presenting the brand 

identity. Too strong deviations from the former and ‘common’ packaging of a product category, can 

be perceived as unacceptable by consumers (Schoormans and Robben, 1997) and can lead to 

rejection, because they feel not 

connected with the brand anymore.  

To involve the consumers in the 

development of new packaging, they 

are often researched on their 

perceptions and attitudes towards 

products (Myers and Alpert, 1968; 

Aplert, 1971; Young, 2004). These 

researches then use often one or more 

of the major approaches: direct 

questioning about their attitude and 

product perceptions, indirect 

questioning via motivation research, 

and observation and experiment to 

research the behavior of consumers. 

All of them aimed at understanding 

the consumer response to maximize 

the impact of the packaging (Silayoi 

and Speece, 2004). But as argued by other researchers, simply asking the customer what they like or 

dislike is often not a helpful approach. Customers are not able to describe exactly what their needs 

are (Klink and Athaide, 2006; Mueller et al., 2010). Therefore, as Gofman and Moskowitz (2010) 

argue with this, customers are more helpful when they need to choose a preferred option, as this 

uncovers the underlying motivation for choosing a product.  

Other lifecycle stakeholders need to be included as well. The packaging is viewed differently by 

these stakeholders than it is by the consumer (Saren and Tsokaz, 1994). These stakeholders are likely 

to need different functionalities from the packaging. For example, the consumers need a packaging 

that is convenient in use, while the retailers are more focused on the attractiveness to sell the 

product. And since without the approval of the retailers the product will not be displayed, they have 

a great influence on the new packaging development process. They need to be convinced of the new 

packaging’s added value towards the customers.  

Summarizing, new packaging development can be of great added value, especially when the 

customer is involved in the process. Cooperation between packaging development with consumer 

insight studies and suppliers can identify the real motivation and preferences for packaging aspects 

that increase the ‘value for money’ for all stakeholders in the lifecycle of product packages.  

3.5.2  Prior Research on Various Attributes 

In the last two decades, a few studies on the packaging aspects of products are conducted, mainly 

focusing on one attribute at a time. Although there is low empirical evidence, individual packaging 

Figure 6 - Case: Tropicana Pure Premium 
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attributes show that the consumer preferences can be changed by adjusting individual packaging 

attributes. The most important findings from these studies are shown in Table 3.  

Research by Focal Subject Results 

Wansink (1996) Usage Level by 
Packaging Size 

The larger package size increased the use of the product, 
independent of the supply left, but only evident when the 
perceived unit cost decrease. Also, price promotions mostly 
stimulated the use of the larger packaging, but for both aspect 
count that the impact diminishes after a certain size due to a 
dysfunctional product. Afterwards, larger packaging can 
encourage more aggregate usage volume. 

Boch, Brunel and Arnold (2003) 
in, 
Raghubir and Greenleaf (2006) 

Perceptions of 
Rectangular Shapes 

Consumers like multiple rectangular size ratios, but overall 
differ in their response on visual aesthetics.  

Underwood, Klein and Burke 
(2001) 

Attentional Effects 
of Packaging 
Imagery 

Private-label products profit from pictures on the packaging, 
because these products rely more on extrinsic cues than 
national brands.  

Ampuero and Vila (2006) Effects of Visual 
Elements on 
Packaging 

A segmentation is made based on the results that shows that a 
dark color was often assigned to the upper class products, 
where light colored packaging are perceived as more price 
sensitive. They found that a product picture was assigned to 
safety and upper class products, where a family picture was 
associated with accessible and price sensitive products. 

Silayoi and Speece (2007) Technology, Shape, 
Color/Graphic, 
Graphic Lay-Out, 
Information 

As they segment the results in three groups (convenience, 
image, or information seeking), they conclude that the optimal 
pack should convey convenience, provide the precise 
information, have a traditional design, color, and shape.  

Bech-Larsen (1996) in 
Rokka and Uusitalo (2010) 

Packaging 
Sustainability 

Before 2000, consumers do show interest in sustainability 
benefits in packaging, but it seldom influenced their 
purchasing decisions. Since 2000, an increasing influence of 
sustainability on packaging preference is noticeable. They do 
note that price and brand of the product are still major 
influencers of consumer preferences for products. 

Table 3 - Prior Research on Packaging Attributes 
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Raw Material 
Processor

Packaging 
Material 

Fabrication

Product 
Manufacturer Distributor

Retailer / 
Point-of-SaleCustomerConsumer

Disposal /  
Recycling
Company

Functionality Needs Flow

Packaging Flow

4. Packaging-Related Product Attribute Identification 
This section takes a closer look on the aspects concerning this research: the packaging development 

process and the identification of the most interesting packaging-related product attributes. First, a 

general analysis on the current Brand A packaging is provided. Second, the packaging development 

lifecycle is used to determine the key aspects in the product packaging. Third, the determinant 

packaging-related product attributes are identified. 

4.1 Brand A Product Packaging Overview 
The packaging of the products aid in the experience and are designed to deliver the best quality 

products. Brand A uses several packaging types that often comprehend several components. The 

focal packaging subjects of Brand A create a large share of volume and are considered the most 

important clusters in the portfolio. Over 50 years, the packaging of the products remained the same, 

except for the visual design. Due to recent changes in the positioning strategy they argued that this 

category has the best opportunity to investigate the potential of redesigning the whole packaging 

aspect of these products.  

As any other packaging form, the development and design of a package starts with the identification 

of the desired functionalities and its influence on the packaging life cycle. Next section discusses the 

packaging life cycle and its stakeholders as the background and starting point for identification of 

product benefits, functionalities and attributes.  

4.2 Packaging Lifecycle 
For identifying the packaging functionalities, this section takes a lifecycle view to determine per 

stakeholder in the chain what functionalities the product package has. These functionalities are 

listed and compared across the various stages in the chain. At the end, a list of the packaging 

functionalities is presented. Since this research merely deals with the customer and consumer side 

of the packaging, we limit ourselves to the functionalities needed for these stakeholders. 

Company A uses the most common understanding when identifying the stakeholders in the 

packaging lifecycle. The primary function of the packaging is containing the product and protecting it 

against environmental influences. The secondary function of the packaging depends on the 

stakeholders’ interest in the packaging.  

The first stakeholder in the lifecycle can be considered the raw material processor. He processes the 

required raw materials for further use in the chain, depended on the desired functional 

specifications of the packaging. These raw materials are used for the fabrication of the packaging 

material. After fabrication, the packaging is stored and transported to the product manufacturers, 

which store the 

packaging until they 

need it to fill it with the 

product. Next, the 

package with the 

product is stored 

before transport to the 

distributor. In this stage 

there is often use of 

Figure 7 - Packaging Lifecycle 
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multiple packaging layers: tertiary, for transport on pallets, and secondary, for bundling of the 

products. The distributor stores the product in the warehouses before they are transported to the 

retailers/point of sale. At the retailers, the packaging is placed in the shelves for display to the 

customers. These customers buy the products, transport these to their homes, and often store it 

before the actual use of the product. The product package is used by the consumers, not necessarily 

the buyer of the product, and disposed by the consumer. Most of the time, the packaging is 

collected by the recycling company for decomposition and transported to the raw material processor 

to be included into the new lifecycle.  

All these different stakeholders are involved with the design of the packaging and all have their 

requirements and constraints for the ideal situation. The difficulty then is to match the requirements 

and constraints to determine the optimal solution for the product packaging. Oostendorp, Bode, 

Lutters, and Van Houten (2006) proposed to use a scenario-based design process to determine the 

different functionalities per stakeholder. By using scenarios of use, the desired functionalities and 

requirements of the packaging are identified.  

Raw Material Processor: After supply and storage of the raw materials, the materials are used for 

fabrication of the desired requirements and stored before transport. 

Packaging Material The materials are received and stored at the process. The packaging 

Fabrication: material is fabricated and stored in batches and finally made ready for 

transport.  

Product Manufacturer: The packaging material is received and stored before it is used in the 

process. The packaging is filled, sealed if necessary and closed. Then the 

packages with products bundled into secondary packages or directly into 

the tertiary packaging, stored and made ready for transport.  

Distributor: The products are taken by the distributor to the warehouses or directly to 

the point-of-sale. They load the tertiary packaging and by request unpack it 

into the secondary packaging. The distributor could keep the products for a 

longer period of time. Therefore, the packaging should protect and 

conserve the product.  

Point-of-Sale: The retailer is considered the first of the must-win encounters. They need 

to accept the new product, which they value against shelf impact and the 

extra value over current offerings. During the shelve life, the packaging 

must protect the product especially from impact by customers and market 

the product to the customers. For the retailers, the packaging must be 

informational to determine the position on the shelves.  

Customer: The customer needs to get attracted to the packaging at the shelf (the 

second must-win encounter). The product must appeal and differentiate 

itself against the competition. If successful, the customer takes the 

product, carries the product, and finally buys the product from the retailer. 

After transport to home of the customer, the packaging is likely to be 

stored in their kitchen.  

Consumer: The consumer decides to use the product and opens it for first use (the 

third must-win encounter). The consumer desires the convenience of the 

packaging to aid in the process (the fourth must-win encounter). The 
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packaging must convince the consumer and meet or exceed the 

expectations. After usage, the packaging is disposed into garbage.  

Recycling Company: The recycling company picks up the garbage and takes it to the recycling 

plant. Here it decomposes the packaging into its main components and 

processes a part to ‘raw materials’.  These materials are finally transported 

to the raw materials processor for re-use in the packaging lifecycle.  

Table 4 lists all unique functionalities and benefits after analyzing the packaging lifecycle. The 

highlighted functionalities and benefits are related to the customer and consumer focus of this 

study. 

Storable (Pre-Fabrication) Protect Against Impact Attracting 
Storable (Business) Usage Instruction Draw Attention 

Storable (Customer) Representing Visible 
Transportable (Fold-In) Conservable Easy to Open 

Transportable (Combined) Transformable Easy to Dose 
Transportable (Singular) Informational Convenient to Pore 

Convenient to Load Convenient to Grab Easy to Seal 
Convenient to Transport Convenient to Hold Easy to Close 
Convenient to Process Fitting the Shelves Easy to Replace 

Distributable Appealing Easy to Dispose 
Stackable Recyclable Resizable 

Decomposable   

Table 4 - Stakeholders' Packaging Functionalities 

4.3 Determinant Attribute Identification 
 During the purchase of the product, the customer needs to make a decision from which brand to 

buy. This decision is the result of valuing product attributes on the importance of them to the 

customer and the perceived difference with the competitive brands (Myers and Alpert, 1968). The 

packaging functionalities identified in the previous section, form the basis of determining the 

product attributes related to packaging. The functionalities need to be translated to physical and 

psycho-social packaging-related product attributes. This process, in cooperation with internal 

experts, led to the following packaging-related attributes, depicted in Table 5.  

To ensure this research includes all potentially important packaging-related attributes for customers 

and consumers, the attribute table is extended with attributes identified via external resources. 

These external resources are the current market availability and consumer input, trends in the 

Functionality Attribute Functionality Attribute 

Transportable (Singular) 
Transportability 

Conservable Conservation Mechanism 

Transportable (Combined) Convenient to Grab 

Handling 
Protect Against Impact Strength Easy to Replace 

Storable (Customer) 
Storability 

Convenient to Hold 
Stackable Shape 

Fitting the Shelves Size Dimensions Easy to Open Opening 

Appealing 

Marketing Visuals 

Easy to Dose 
Dosing Facilitation 

Draw Attention Convenient to Pore 

Attracting Easy to Seal Sealing Mechanism 

Visible Easy to Close Closing 

Representing Easy to Dispose 
Disposability 

Informational Information Resizable 

Usage Instruction Instructions Recyclable Recyclable 

Table 5 - Lifecycle Scenario-Based Attributes 
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packaging and non-perishable commodities industries, and brand and packaging development 

experts input.  

4.3.1 Current Market Availability and Consumer Input 

During in-store research, similar products of other brands to the products in question are analyzed 

on the implementation of the attributes. Most packaging forms used an inside and outside 

packaging structure. Although there is further little variation, they often differ on the volume and 

price.  

4.3.2 Trends in Packaging Innovation4 

To integrate the innovation trends in packaging design, an analysis of consumer desires and new 

attribute options relevant for this product is done from business magazines and internet research.  

The consumer desires can be categorized in four trends:  

- Ethics and Ecotopia; environmental awareness and sustainability are important drivers for 

consumers to base their decision on. People are more aware of the impact their lifestyle has on 

the environment and adjust their purchase decisions accordingly. Products and packaging need to 

make use of recyclable materials in the packaging and “breathe” environmental friendliness.  

- Zenergy; in the society where everything is continuously changing and everything goes fast, the 

consumer likes to come to a rest when consuming a product. The product needs to re-energize 

them and the whole process works as a stress reliever, with health envisioning products as an 

important part of this area.  

- Indulgence; Consumers like to feel special and allow themselves to buy high-performance and 

premium products. This also contributes to appearance and desire of the more luxurious lifestyle.  

- Simplicity; The use and consumption of the whole product need to be simple. Consumers don’t 

want to go to a whole lot of trouble when buying, using, and consuming the product. People get 

tired of the information overload and ‘over-featuring’ of products, like “on-the-go” products for 

the people who like their busy lifestyle. 

These trends focus on packaging attributes that enhance the convenience for consumers, but 

realizing that simplicity is the driver behind it. As part of the product/brand value communication, 

sustainability of the product, and the features that enhance this notion, like recyclability, “green” 

materials, and less use of materials, can be considered important attributes that translate this trend. 

Other value communications that are trending are the luxury lifestyle, authenticity and health 

improving.  

Apart from these product trends, the change in demographics is an important. The household size is 

decreasing steadily.5 They demand for smaller packaging and portioning size. But most important is a 

clear communication of the product attributes, i.e. why it is good for me, what I can do with it and 

how to use it. This leads to a more functional-directed design of the packaging that enhances the use 

for all consumers. 

4.3.3 Expert Judgment 

An expert judgment on potential packaging-related attributes is made by employees of the Product 

and Packaging Development teams. Their input builds on the previous found functionalities and 

                                                           
4
 International Flavors & Fragrances Inc. (2012), Mintel Innovation & Insight (2011), and InnovaDatabase (2012) 

5
 On 1-1-2011, Central Bureau of Statistics Netherlands, CBS StatLine: Household - Size, Composition and Position 
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attributes, therefore only providing new potential attributes or additional notes on previous 

attributes.  

- One of their future projects is aimed at the shelf impact of the product packaging. The shelf 

impact can be described as the impact of the dimensions of the package on the amount of 

products that can be displayed on the shelf and the consumer perceptions of these dimensions.  

- The visuals and information on the product package is highly valued by the Marketing 

Department. Their vision is that the information is build from the compliance to legal issues, with 

visualizations of the product or meal, and marketing-related promotion and sales visuals.  

- The current product packaging provides quality and freshness perception by offering a double 

layered packaging, the box and paper-aluminum sachet. Although voices from the Packaging 

Department suggest that this double-layering could also be perceived as unnecessary and a waste 

of material.  

4.3.4 Attribute List Formation 

The three lists of attributes formed by the sources need to be merged into one attribute list that 

covers the most important and determinant attributes that can influence consumers’ preference. 

The second step will be a critical review of the attributes on the list, to determine which of the 

attributes are interesting to include in the research. This is necessary because the research 

methodology depends heavily on the amount of attributes to be assessed by the respondents. 

Therefore, this step also includes the consequences of restricting the number of attributes and the 

final attribute list for the research study. Hair, Black, Babin and Anderson (2010) suggested that the 

selection of the most interesting attributes is based on three considerations: 

1. The attributes aid in the research objectives, 

2. Minimize the cognitive effort for the respondents, and 

3. Facilitate the administration of the survey. 

The lead in the selection is driven by the research objective of investigating the perceived utility of 

the attributes and its levels, so that these attributes can be given priority in package concept design 

and development projects. Moreover, all attributes are assessed on their potential pitfalls. The 

research methodology requires the attributes to be investigated to be displayed unambiguously. 

Through the presentation of the attributes in two ways, visual and textual, both parts must 

represent the actual attribute instantly. A second requirement is that the attributes used are 

distinctive from each other, to avoid confusion. And third, the amount of attributes will be limited 

up to the number on which respondents can complete the survey within a reasonable amount of 

time, no more than 10-15 minutes, including the most important and interesting attributes. In 

Appendix 1, the formation of the attribute-list is tabled. The final list of packaging-related attributes 

consists of five attributes, known as: 

Attribute Levels 

Packaging Shape and 
Material 
 

- Rectangular, paper or plastic box 
- Cylindrical, plastic/glass bottle or aluminum can. 
- Plastic cup 
- Paper sachet 
- Plastic pouch 

Number of Products per 
Package 
 

- Single-product pack 
- Double-product pack 
- Triple-product pack 

Volume per Product 
 

- 2 Portions 
- 4 Portions 
- 6 Portions 
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Storage Capability 
 

- Store to save space by stacking the packs 
- Store to save space by nesting the packs 
- Store to see variety of the packs 

Opening and Sealing the 
Package 
 

- There is a tearing-off side to open it for one time use. 
- There is a twist or closing cap on top of the pack top open and close it. 
- Press the cup to squeeze out the product for multiple uses. 
- Twist the top/bottom to scatter the product for multiple uses. 

Table 6 - Complete Packaging-Related Attributes List 

Summarizing, this research focuses on the identification of redesign opportunities for the packaging 

of Brand A’s products. While redesigning the packaging of a product, all the stakeholders play an 

important role and provide their own requirements to the development process. This research 

focuses on the customer and consumer as stakeholders, because the objective is to identify the 

preference structure of these groups. Using their input and that of experts, trend watch and current 

availability, a list of five attributes is formed.  
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5. Research Methodology 
The identification of preferences of consumers will be the result of a consumer study. During this 

research the respondent will be asked to provide the researcher their preferences on several 

attributes of the packaging aspect of products. First, the methodology selection is presented to 

provide the argumentation of a research procedure. Second, the design of the methodology will be 

presented, combining the identification of key attributes with the used research method. Third, the 

data collection procedure and the sample selection are determined.  

5.1 Methodology Selection 

5.1.1 Quantitative or Qualitative Approach 

The use of the customer’s voice in research studies can result in data that identifies the needs and 

preferences of the subject under study. This ‘voice of the customer’ can be gathered in two distinct 

methods: via qualitative research, where the research is designed to capture the subjective 

argumentation by less restricted questioning, and via quantitative research, where the research is 

designed to capture the objective choice by predetermined questioning.  

Since both methods have their advantages and disadvantages, the choice for which method to use is 

made on the basis of the fit between the research objective and the method characteristics. 

Qualitative Quantitative 

- Variables are complex, interwoven, and 
difficult to measure 

- Ends with hypotheses and grounded theory 
- Contextualization 
- Interpretation 
- Inductive 

- Variables can be identified and 
relationships measured 

- Begins with hypotheses and theories 
- Generalizability 
- Prediction 
- Deductive 

Table 7 - Research Method Characteristics 

The objective of this research thesis is the identification of the most important packaging-related 

attributes for preference on product choice. With this, the aim of the identification is to analyze the 

product attribute preference and to be able to generalize the results over the population. As a 

result, the outcome should predict the consumer preference for future packaging concepts. Based 

on these arguments, this main research fits best with the quantitative approach.  

Although the main research will be quantitative, the upfront work in the research will be based on 

qualitative information gathered from experts with the subject. Via in-depth interviews with the 

experts, a wider and deeper knowledge on packaging development can be acquired (Johnson & 

Christensen, 2012).  

Consumer expertise is gathered via observations on purchase decisions and on usage patterns. This 

‘double-view’ approach allows the identification of packaging attributes from the creator 

perspective and from the user perspective.  

5.1.2 Preference Identification Method 

The preference of customers and consumers is driving factor in this research. The quantitative 

method to gather this data comes in two main streams: category appraisal and conjoint analysis. See 

for an explanation: section 3.4.3  Attribute-Based Techniques. 

In this research a conjoint analysis is used to identify the consumers’ preferences. The argument 

behind it is that the objective of this research is to identify the individual part-worth behind 
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packaging-related product attributes. Conjoint analysis allows for the direct measurement of these 

attributes, which than can be composed into an optimal hypothetical product. Category appraisal 

provides visual maps with only relative positions of products on shared attributes, which allow 

identifying gaps that can be pursued. Therefore, the category appraisal only allows for indirect 

measurement of preference. The real difference lies in the fact that the conjoint analysis uses pre-

identified attribute profiles to determine preferences and the category appraisal uses complete 

products to identify preference attributes.  

5.1.3 Conjoint Analysis 

Conjoint analysis is by far the most used analytical technique to analyze the consumer trade-offs in 

product preference. The basic idea behind the conjoint analysis is the decision making of a 

respondent on the choice between sets of attributes simultaneously. In these sets of attributes, 

respondents need to decide whether they prefer the option where attribute A is better than 

attribute B or the option where attribute B is better than attribute A (Green, Krieger, and Wind, 

2001). Ultimately, the results of the conjoint analysis might provide the researchers with an insight 

into reactions of consumers’ changes in current product or to new products preference.  

The research basis of all conjoint analyses has a set of assumptions: 1) Factorial combinations of the 

chosen attribute-levels are believable, 2) Product or service alternatives can be realistically 

described, 3) Consumers evaluate just a few potential options in detail before making a final 

decision, 4) Consumers evaluate products as bundles of attributes rather than as a whole, and during 

this process 5) It assumes a compensatory choice strategy that assumes that a good performance 

compensates for a poor performance.  

Starting from these assumptions, a conjoint analysis is directed by the objective of the study: the 

identification of consumers’ preferences on packaging-related product attributes. The research 

methodology of Green and Srinivasan (1978) applies the following steps: 

Step Application in  this Study 

1. Model of Preference Part-Worth Utility 

2. Data Collection Method Self-Explication and Partial Profile (ACA) 

3. Stimulus Set Construction Additive Model 

4. Stimulus Presentation Visual and Textual Representation 

5. Measurement Scale Dependent Variable Metric 

6. Estimation Method Ordinary Least Squares 

7. Simulation Method Randomized First Choice (Maximum Utility) 

Table 8 - Steps in Conjoint Analysis 

Although this type of analysis is useful in identifying consumer preferences, the analysis has its 

issues to be accounted for. The use of trade-off questions limits the capacity of attributes, because 

the number of combinations of attributes grows exponentially when adding extra attributes in the 

analysis, causing a respondent overload (Gibson, 2001; McCullough, 2002). A second problem is the 

necessary neglect of possible influential product attributes. The researcher needs to determine the 

importance of the attributes to include in the study, i.e. a vicious circle where the researcher 

determines what is important to determine what is important. Third, the phenomenon called 

attribute additivity (McCullough, 2002), which concerns the addition of many less important 

attributes that can cause overwhelming of a few really important attributes. The fourth potential 

problem is that by including only the important attributes, the researcher is likely to miss 

opportunities of totally new products. Since the researcher decides which to include, the study tends 
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to provide with reinforcing conventional knowledge and not providing learning possibilities (Gibson, 

2001). 

5.2 Methodology Design 

5.2.1 Conjoint Method Selection 

In Chapter ‘4.3.4 Attribute List Formation’ we identified the determinant packaging-related 

attributes by analyzing the stakeholders’ needs for packaging functionalities, identify the current 

market offering, future packaging trends and packaging expert judgment. The conceptual model of 

this is depicted Figure 8.  

 
Figure 8 - Conceptual Model 

The amount of attributes selected for study allows the use of all the potential conjoint analyses. 

Therefore, a choice is made based on the benefits and downsides of the analyses, keeping the 

research questions in mind (Orme, 2009). To recap, this research wants to identify the key 

packaging-related attributes and key attributes levels, and identify the optimal profile of packaging-

related attributes.  

Conjoint Analysis Benefits Downsides 

Conjoint Value - Paper-based and computer-based. 
- Small sample size suffices. 
- Easy evaluation by single or paired comparison 
option.  

- Restricted amount of attributes. 
- Hard to measure interactions. 
- Requires more cognitive processing. 

Choice-Based 
Conjoint 

- Paper-based and computer-based. 
- Full profile assessment. 
- More realistic choice assessment. 
- Per group part-worth utility measurement. 
- Better identification of interaction effects. 

- Restricted amount of attributes. 
- Undervaluing due to fixed profiling. 
- Needs larger sample to get statistical 
results.  
- Requires more cognitive processing. 

Adaptive Conjoint 
Analysis 

- Can employ more than 10 attributes. 
- Per respondent part-worth utility 
measurement. 
- Lower measurement error due to self-
explication. 
- Better control for respondent heterogeneity. 
- Less affected by the Number-of-Levels effect.  

- Takes more time to complete. 
- Undervaluing non-substitutable attributes. 
- Merely computer-based. 

Adaptive Choice-
Based Conjoint 

- Lower measurement error due to self-
explication. 
- Even more realistic choice assessment. 
- Full profile assessment of only important 
attributes. 
- Can employ more than 10 attributes. 
- Possible to split the substitutable and non-
substitutable attributes during self-explication. 

- Merely computer-based. 
- Takes more time to complete. 
 

Table 9 - Conjoint Analysis Selection 
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When we assess these types of analyses, the following scores can be given per aspect: 

Analysis Type  

 Number of 
Attributes 

Utility 
Measurement 

Realistic Choice Relationship 
Identification 

Utility 
Segmentation 

Conjoint Value + + + o + 

Choice-Based + + ++ ++ + 

Adaptive ++ ++ + + ++ 

Adaptive Choice ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 

O = Not possible, + = Slight Positive, ++ = Strong Positive  

 
Analysis Type  

 Time to 
Complete 

Cognitive 
Processing 

Measurement 
Error 

Availability of 
Analysis 

Total Score 

Conjoint Value ++ + + Yes 8 

Choice-Based ++ + + Yes 11 

Adaptive + ++ ++ Yes 13 

Adaptive Choice + ++ ++ No 15 

O = Not possible, + = Slight Positive, ++ = Strong Positive  

Table 10 - Conjoint Analysis Score 

Due to the unavailability of the Adaptive Choice-Based Conjoint type, the most useful analysis for 

this research is considered to be the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis. This method is considered easy for 

cognitive processing, has less measurement error and most important, ACA makes it possible to 

measure the preference scores for the individual respondent, instead of per group with choice-

based types, improving the quality of cluster analyses.  

5.2.2 Survey Design 

The choice for the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis as the survey method, introduced a pre-set 

questionnaire design, developed by Sawtooth Software. The ACA survey starts with an introduction 

of the survey and the goal of the questionnaire and shows additional questions on demographics of 

the respondents. Next is a questionnaire on the desirability of all the attributes and its levels, where 

respondents use a rating on a 7-Likert scale. After that, a questionnaire on the importance of all the 

attribute-levels, where respondents consider a one-way substitution on a 7-Likert scale. Then the 

profiles of composed attributes are rated on a 9-Likert scale to determine the utilities. The 

composition of the profiles depends on the rating structure of the respondent on the attribute-

levels, formed by their responses on the previous two assignments. Lastly, an ACA uses a 

questionnaire on the purchase likelihood of concepts, where respondents rate calibration concepts 

on a rating scale from 0 to 100. This research is extended with a questionnaire on the brand 

recognition of producers of non-perishable commodities, where respondents are first asked to fill in 

5 brands they readily know and second check which brand they know more from a list of brands.  

During multiple reviews from packaging experts, potential respondents and methodology experts on 

the survey design errors and potential difficulties are removed and corrected. The aim is to make the 

survey understandable for every respondent. For a detailed view on the questionnaire design for this 

research, consult Appendix 3.  

In designing the conjoint questionnaire, the survey software offers the options to account for 

prohibitions. The prohibitions in pairing attribute-levels has an effect on the interpretability of the 

utility results and are restricted to what is physically impossible at this moment, all between levels of 

Packaging Shape and Material and Opening and Sealing the Package: Cylindrical Shape with a 

Tearing-Off Side, and a Plastic Cup, a Paper Sachet and Plastic Pouch with a Top or Bottom Twist. 
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5.2.3 Sample Selection and Data Collection 

First step in the data collection stage is the definition of the population on which the research is 

done. Based on the objectives of this research, identification of preferences of consumers, the 

sample of respondents for the study is based on two prerequisites: 

- The population is situated in the Netherlands, because this area is directly available to the 

researcher and Brand A is situated in this location as well.  

- The respondent needs to have bought and/or used a non-perishable commodity before. 

Otherwise the respondent cannot effectively make a representation of the functionalities the 

packaging must have to be preferred.  

During the research, we apply no restriction on brand buying behavior. All respondents are 

considered potential consumers that have a certain preference on packaging-related product 

attributes. Including respondents that consume other brands than Brand A provide insight in that 

segment’s preference structure. That can help to define new packaging development projects, 

directed on attracting new consumers.  

Combined, the population in this research can be typed as buyers and/or users of non-perishable 

commodities in the Netherlands.  

The sample of people is contacted via an external party, specialized in consumer research paneling, 

called PanelClix6. This organization selects the respondents who are enthusiastic about filling in 

survey questionnaires. The respondents are located everywhere in the Netherlands and can be 

segmented into various samples. By using this external respondent agency, the survey needs to be 

done over the Internet. This offers several advantages, but also disadvantages: 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Wide access to respondents No control over respondent selection 

Quick completion time of the sample Little control over technical difficulties 

Easy facilitation of the survey; merely Internet-access is 

necessary 

Unable to react directly to respondent’s behavior and 

actions 

No biased data by interviewer; social desired response  Difficulty with access to small, hard-to-reach segments 

Low-Cost 

Table 11 - Internet Survey Advantages and Disadvantages 

5.2.4 Respondents 

The size of the sample required to provide statistical significant results depends on how large the 

population under research is. As it concerns buyers and users of non-perishable commodities in the 

Netherlands, the population can be considered about 7,47 million households (with 2,75 million 

single-person households)7. Therefore the size of the sample must be large enough to represent this 

population. The experts at Sawtooth Software Inc. recommend using about 250 respondents. When 

researching different groups, they recommend using about 200 respondents per group that is 

researched. Although the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis technique allows for more specific 

measurement, the recommendation still holds, since it will provide better results. But this does allow 

for a smaller sample size, with a minimum of 150 people (Orme, 2010).  

                                                           
6
 www.panelclix.com/nl/index.html, independent group of www.euroclix.com  

7
 On 1-1-2011, Central Bureau of Statistics Netherlands, CBS StatLine: Household - Size, Composition and Position 
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6. Results 
This chapter will depict all the relevant results that are derived from the data gathered among the 

respondents. First some general descriptions of the sample are stated. Second, the conjoint results 

derived from the Ordinary Least Squares method are explained and visualized for a clear view. Third, 

the conjoint data and the other questionnaire data are used to perform a cross-analysis on 

demographic characteristics and segment the data. Fourth, several market simulations are provided 

to project some managerial insights.  

6.1 Descriptive Statistics 
The sample of respondents is contacted via a specialized third party, PanelClix, where their 

consumer panel could action the online web link to the survey. Before the survey was closed for 

participation, 265 respondents started the survey. The survey closed when the quota limit of 210 

people who completed the survey was reached. This means that 52 (19,62%) people did not 

completed the survey as desired and 3 (1,13%) people were disqualified to take the survey based on 

their age-response. People needed to be older than 16 years to qualify for the survey. Assessing the 

quality of the data resulted in the deletion of 16 people based on faulty value estimation. This faulty 

estimation is caused by respondents completing the survey with suspicious responses (Orme, 2008), 

like systematic or contradictory responses. This leads to a negative R2 measure, set to zero and 

removed from the final sample. Therefore the final sample has the size of 194 respondents.  

The first search through the data revealed that the missing data in the demographic questions are 

not systematic and is too small to create data distortion (up to 6 missing values (3,1%)). The data is 

not replaced, because the data is all categorical of nature and therefore not to be replaced. The data 

in the conjoint part is complete; incomplete surveys are automatically discarded, because these 

can’t provide reliable part-worth utilities.  

Figure 9 - Brand Recognition 
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The respondent sample has an average age of 50,13 years (SD=14,63), in the range of 18 years to 84 

years old. From this sample, 50,5% (98 people) is male and 48,5% (94 people) is female (1% has a 

missing value). The income statement of the respondents is distributed with 47 people (24,2%) in 

the category less than €25.000, 72 people (37,1%) between €25.000-€35.000, 34 people (17,5%) 

between €35.000-€45.000, and 35 people (18,0%) with more than €45.000. 6 People (3,1%) returned 

a missing value. As a fourth descriptive, the household composition is determined by the number of 

adults and children. The largest shares are formed by single adult (25,3%) or two-adult (35,1%) 

households. The remainder of the sample is formed by other combinations between adults and 

children, as depicted in Appendix 4, Table 26.  

On average it is composed by 1,77 adults (SD=,978) and 0,40 children (SD=0,804). The last 

descriptive is the brand recognition of the non-perishable commodities by respondents. With the 

research focus on Brand A, 61,3% of the respondents said to readily know the brand. This only 

topped by Brand B (63,4%) and closely followed by Brand C (60,3%). The group of brands behind that 

is formed by Brand D (52,1%), Brand E (50,5%) and the Brand F (48,5%). Other brands are mentioned 

by less than 20% of the respondents, as depicted in Figure 9. For further details on the descriptive 

statistics, see Appendix 5. 

7.2 Conjoint Results: Part One - Ordinary Least Squares Results 
The main part of the survey is the conjoint data gathering, were respondents’ preferences are 

calculated and adjusted during the course of the questionnaire. Depending on their response on the 

different conjoint questions, the final utility of all packaging-related attributes is calculated per 

respondent. Via the Ordinary Least Squares methods, the average utilities and importance are 

calculated8. The part-worth utilities of the attribute-levels are discussed per attribute.  

The first packaging-related attribute is “Packaging Shape and Material”. The results show that a 

Rectangular box is preferred (U=26.58, SD=39.00) above all other options. The Pouch is the least 

preferred option (U=-24.77, SD=42.47) and ensures a negative influence on the preference of the 

packaging. The other three options are not significantly more or less preferred from each other.  

The second packaging-related attribute is “Number of Products per Package”. The results show that 

a Single pack is preferred significantly (U=12.55, SD=42.43) above all other options. The Triple pack is 

on average the least preferred option (U=-10.80, SD=40.60), but is considered not significantly 

different from the double pack (U=-1,76, SD=36,31).  

The third packaging-related attribute is “Volume per Product”. The results show that a 2 portion size 

is significantly preferred (U=22.51, SD=48.10) above all other options. The 6 portion size is the 

significantly the least preferred option (U=-31.21, SD=40.21) and ensures a negative influence on the 

preference of the packaging.  

The fourth packaging-related attribute is “Storage Capability”. The results show that lining up the 

packages is significantly preferred (U=17.95, SD=32.69) above all other options. Nesting the 

packages is significantly the least preferred option (U=-14.83, SD=36.07) and ensures a negative 

influence on the preference of the packaging.  

                                                           
8 The average attribute utilities are zero-centered, which holds that the data is normalized to create equal impact on the population 

results. One cannot assume that a utility value of 20 is twice as preferred as a value of 10; the data is not ratio operated. 
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The fifth packaging-related attribute is “Opening and Sealing the Package”. The results show that a 

twist or closing cap is preferred (U=41.37, SD=40.90) above all other options. Pressing the sides is 

the least preferred option (U=-43.87, SD=43.29). We can state that the twist or closing cap is 

significantly preferred above all other the options to use the packaging.  

Packaging Shape and Material Average Utilities (U) Standard Deviation (SD) 

Rectangular Box; Paper or Plastic 26,58 39,00 

Cylindrical; Glass, Plastic or Aluminum 1,07 40,65 

Cup; Plastic -5,61 40,68 

Sachet; Paper 2,73 47,53 

Pouch; Plastic -24,77 42,47 

Number of Products per Package   

Single Pack 12,55 42,43 

Double Pack -1,76 36,31 

Triple Pack -10,80 40,60 

Volume per Product   

2 Portions 22,51 48,10 

4 Portions 8,70 31,95 

6 Portions -31,21 40,21 

Storage Capability   

Stack to Store -3,12 37,60 

Nest to Store -14,83 36,07 

Line Up to Store 17,95 32,69 

Opening and Sealing the Package   

Tearing-Off Side 11,85 48,14 

Twist or Closing Cap 41,37 40,90 

Press the Sides -43,87 43,29 

Top or Bottom Twist -9,35 39,53 

Table 12 - Average Attribute Utilities 

The attributes are also assessed on their importance to the respondents. This allows putting the 

average utility levels of the attribute-levels perspective. From the data, we have identified the 

following shares:  

Average Importance Average Importance (I) Standard Deviation (SD) 

Packaging Shape and Material 22,83 7,85 

Number of Products per Package 15,99 9,86 

Volume per Product 20,13 8,50 

Storage Capability 15,37 8,94 

Opening and Sealing the Package 25,67 8,45 

Table 13 - Average Importance 

The results show that the opening and sealing of the package is most important for respondents 

when determining their preference for a product packaging (I=25.67, SD=8.45). Second, is the 

packaging shape and material of the package that is important (I=22.83, SD=7.85). Third, the volume 

per product determines the preference for a product package (I=20.13, SD=8.50). The last two 

attributes, number of products per package (I=15.99, SD=9.86) and storage capability (I=15.37, 

SD=8.94) are not significantly considered more important from each other. In Appendix 4 the graphs 

of all packaging-related product attributes are presented.  
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7.3 Cross-Analysis on Demographics 
The use of the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis, the conjoint data provides the part-worth utilities per 

respondent. This allows for a cross-analysis via the additional demographic data. This survey 

collected data about two types of additional data: demographic data and brand recognition data. 

The demographics considered are the age, gender, household size and income statement from the 

respondent and are analyzed via One-Way ANOVA or Independent t-tests. This section provides a 

summary of the results; the detailed analysis of the results is added in Appendix 6.  

For Age, we first transformed the data into categories, as mentioned before in the ranges of 18-29 

years, 30-44 years, 45-59 years, and over 60 years. Via Post-Hoc tests, Turkey HSD for equal 

variances assumed and Games-Howel for unequal variances, differences between specific age 

groups are identified and listed in Table 14.  

Age Group Result Sig. t MDiff 

18-29 years like paper sachets less than 45-59 years p=.019 -2.36 -26.60 

30-44 years like triple packs more than over 60 years p=.016 2.43 27.47 

 like 4 portions more than over 60 years p=.019 2.36 21.41 

 like pressing sides less than over 60 years p=.052 -1.96 -22.92 

 like 2 portions less than all others p=.000 -4.08 -29.39 

-22.65 

-48.28 

45-59 years like tearing-off more than over 60 years p=.039 2.08 19.56 

 like double packs more 30-44 years p=.093 -1.69 16.67 

+ 60 years like single packs more than all others 

 

p=.000 3.84 24.67 

23.23 

25.62 

 like 2 portions more than 45-59 years p=.000 4.42 25.63 

 like 6 portions less than 30-44 and 45-59 years p=.023 

p=.004 

2.35 

-2.89 

-26.88 

-16.42 

Table 14 - Cross-Analysis on Age 

For Gender, there are no transformations necessary to do an Independent t-test. The results are 

listed in Table 15. 

Gender Result Sig. t MDiff 

Male like the rectangular box less than females p=.068 -1.83 -10.22 

 like the triple pack less than females p=.082 -1.75 -10.09 

Table 15 - Cross-Analysis on Gender 

For Income Statement, we have the categories ‘less than €25.000’, ‘€25.000-€35.000’, ‘€35.000-

€45.000’, and ‘more than €45.000’. Via Post-Hoc tests, Turkey HSD for equal variances assumed and 

Games-Howel for unequal variances, differences between specific age groups are identified and 

listed in Table 16.  

Income Group Result Sig. t MDiff 

Less than €25.000 Like the nesting the product more than the group more than 

€45.000 

p=.014 2.48 20.06 

€35.000-€45.000 Like the plastic cup less than the group of less than €25.000 and 

less than the group €25.000-€35.000 

p=.008 -2.70 -28.65 

-23.90 

Table 16 - Cross-Analysis on Income 

For the Household Composition we first performed a crosstab analysis. This provide us with the 

insight that the respondents can be roughly divided into two groups of sufficient size, namely the 
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single adult (30,4%) and the more than two adults (62,4%) groups. Further differentiation within 

these groups will lead to one larger and a few too small groups. These two groups will be compared 

to each other via an independent sample t-test and are listed in Table 17. 

Household 

Composition 
Result Sig. t MDiff 

More Adults Like the cylindrical shape less than single adults p=.055 -1.93 -11.55 

 Like the plastic cup less than single adults p=.020 -2.35 -14.01 

 Like the paper sachet more than single adults p=.027 2.23 15.68 

 Like the double pack less than single adults p=.051 -1.97 -10.50 

 Like the 2 portion size less than single adults p=.044 -2.03 -14.32 

 Like to press the sides less than single adults p=.068 -1.84 -11.70 

Table 17 - Cross-Analysis on Household Composition 

The cross-analysis based on brand recognition is done per brand, where the respondents are 

categorized in recognized the brand and did not recognize the brand. This way we can see whether 

people who recognized the brand prefer significantly different attribute-levels than those who did 

not are listed in Table 18. 

Brand Recognition Result Sig. t MDiff 

Brand A Like the single pack less than others p=.019 -2.36 -14.58 

 Like the 2 portion size less than others p=.005 -2.85 -19.87 

 Like the 4 portion size more than others p=.006 2.77 12.82 

 Like to tear off the side to open more than others p=.062 1.88 13.23 

Brand B Like the rectangular box less than others p=.022 -2.31 -13.07 

 Like the plastic cup more than others p=.043 2.04 12.06 

 Like the 4 portion size less than others p=.067 -1.84 -8.59 

 Like to stack the package less than others p=.079 -1.77 -9.70 

Brand D Like the cylindrical shape less than others p=.039 -2.08 -12.04 

 Like to line up the package less than others p=.027 -2.23 -10.35 

 Like to tear off the side to open more than others p=.084 1.74 11.94 

Brand F Like the plastic pouch more than others p=.038 2.09 12.66 

Brand K Like the cylindrical shape less than others p=.072 -1.81 -16.88 

Brand G Like to nest the package more than others p=.081 1.75 11.87 

 Like to tear of the side to open less than others p=.084 -1.74 -15.71 

Brand H Like to twist the top or bottom less than others p=.031 -2.18 -16.93 

Table 18 - Cross-Analysis on Brand Recognition 

 7.4 Latent Class Model Clustering 
To segment the conjoint data, a Latent Class Model Cluster analysis is performed via LatentGOLD 

4.0. Via latent class model clustering we assume that the all cases belong to one of the K latent 

classes, with the number and sizes of these latent classes not known in advance. By grouping cases 

on similarities in the preference structures and identify them based on demographic covariates, 

clusters can be identified and analyzed for specific targeting.  

During the Latent Class Model Clustering we applied the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

(Schwartz, 1978). The lowest BIC value of the cluster estimations is the preferred representation of 

the number of clusters. With a BIC of 3555,94, a 2-Cluster Model is the best representation of the 

clustering. With a Log-Likelihood value of -1564,41 and a Standard R2 of 0,857 this model has a 

cluster with a probabilistic classification of 101,59 people and a cluster with 83,99 people. The model 

consists of 18 indicators, the attribute-levels, and 4 covariates (gender, age, income and household 

composition).  
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LatentGOLD provides an overview of the indicator-

values and assesses them via the Wald-statistic to 

detect significant differences between the clusters. 

If the Wald-statistic is significant, there is 

difference on that parameter between the 

clusters. The covariate analysis provides a 

demographic label for the clusters identified.  

The clustering results in two clusters, which differ 

almost all attribute-levels, except for the ‘Double 

Pack’ (p=.94) and the ‘Stack to Store’ (p=.93) 

levels. In Table 19 the mean values of the 

indicators are presented, with the most preferred 

options highlighted.  

Cluster 1 can be typed as people with a strong 

preference for a 2 portion size, single product 

pack. Next, they have a small preference for the 

rectangular box which can be lined up for better 

storage and to be opened via a twist or closing cap or tearing-off side. These people are a mixture 

between single and multiple adult households (resp. 40,81% and 58,64%). With the most people 

above 45 years (74,2%), this cluster is fairly old. 42,05% is even above the age of 60. The gender type 

is balanced (both 49% of the sample) and have an income between €25.000 and €35.000 (38,42%). 

This cluster overall has a larger income 

than cluster 2, with 10% more people in 

the higher income stages than cluster 2.  

Cluster 2 can be typed as people with a 

strong preference for a multiple product, 

rectangular box, containing 4-portion 

sizes packages. Next, they have a small 

preference for lining up the pack to store 

and a twist or closing cap to reseal the 

package. These people are more multiple 

adults households (66,08% over 33,45%), 

and more in the younger age categories 

(63,32% between 30 and 59 years). Here, 

the males are more represented than the 

females in the cluster (52,06% over 

47,35%) and have an income up to 

€35.000 (65,92%).  

 

 

 

Indicator Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Rectangular Box  0,1038  0,4121 

Cylindrical Shape -0,0667  0,1507 

Cup; Plastic -0,1693  0,1151 

Sachet; Paper  0,0531  0,0261 

Pouch; Plastic -0,2619 -0,1507 

Single Pack  0,2184  0,0489 

Double Pack -0,1414  0,1377 

Triple Pack -0,2816  0,1453 

2 Portions  0,3877  0,0306 

4 Portions  -0,0801  0,2918 

6 Portions -0,5122  0,0095 

Stack to Store -0,0832  0,0877 

Nest to Store -0,2253  0,0006 

Line Up to Store  0,1040  0,2437 

Tearing-Off Side  0,0967  0,1611 

Twist or Closing Cap  0,2737  0,5218 

Press the Sides -0,4498 -0,2996 

Top or Bottom Twist -0,1934  0,0594 

Table 19 - 2-Cluster Model 

Figure 11 - Cluster 2: Large Household Packaging 

Figure 10 - Cluster 1: Small Household Packaging 
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7.5 Market Simulations Results 
The real value of conjoint data is the option to use this data in running market simulations. Via these 

market simulations you are able to define products, with the attributes under research, to 

determine changes in attribute-levels. This allows adding new hypothetical products and 

determining their influence on the market situation (assuming equal operational, supply, and 

marketing capabilities).  

This research uses the Sawtooth Software SMRT program to run simulations and employs the 

Randomized First Choice simulation method. This method assumes that the product with the highest 

utility in the set is always chosen by the respondent. Then it will add back random variation in utility 

values to match the environment behavior during the simulations (Orme and Baker, 2000).  

The first step in using the market simulation is the definition of the current market environment and 

scenarios. The base case, the current market environment, is a representation of the availability of 

the products in real-life. 

The scenario simulation offers the opportunity to calculate the product shares of preference; the 

predicted ‘market share’ of consumers when everything else is equal and based on the attributes 

under research. Another option is to calculate the purchase likelihood, which provides the likelihood 

a product is bought by a random 

consumer. And the last option of the 

market simulator is to do a sensitivity 

analysis, which enables us to detect the 

impact of changes in a single attribute 

on the preference share.  

To provide the most reliable results 

possible, the respondents are assigned 

different weights based on their 

reliability. This reliability weight is 

calculated by the Ordinary Least 

Squares method in the initial utility 

measurement; the R2-measure based 

on the consistency of the interviewees 

responses. This provides more reliable 

results during the simulation, but will 

also result in a lower number of 

effective respondents (110,12 effective 

respondents). The new calculated zero-

centered utility values are summarized 

in Table 20. 

7.5.1 Market Simulation: Base Scenario 

In the base scenario, the products that are considered direct competitors are included in the 

simulation. The competitive aspect is the packaging form of the product, rather than the brand. This 

is chosen because many competitors apply the same packaging form. The results show that the 

Regular Box packaging is on average preferred above the others, but taking the 95% confidence 

interval into account there is no clear preferred product type. The market can be divided into three 

roughly equal parts, with people who like the rectangular box, who like multiple products or prefer 

Attribute-Level Adjusted Utility Original Utility 

Rectangular 25,27 26,58 
Cylindrical 0,06 1,07 
Cup -8,64 -5,61 
Sachet 5,39 2,73 
Pouch -22,08 -24,77 

Single Pack 14,03 12,55 
Double Pack -2,43 -1,76 
Triple Pack -11,60 -10,80 
2 Portions 24,54 22,51 
4 Portions 8,50 8,70 
6 Portions -33,04 -31,21 

Stack to Store -2,21 -3,12 
Nest to Store -13,67 -14,83 
Line Up to Store 15,88 17,95 

Tearing-Off the Side 18,31 11,85 
Twist or Closing Cap 39,62 41,37 
Pressing the Sides -47,45 -43,87 
Top or Bottom Twist -10,49 -9,35 

Average Importance   

Packaging Shape 22,53 22,83 

Number or Products 16,02 15,99 
Volume per Product 20,57 20,13 

Storage Capability 14,77 15,37 

Opening and Sealing 26,11 25,67 

Table 20 - Adjusted Attribute Utility Values 
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to use the paper sachet. See for all market simulation scenario results in Table 21, on the pages 34 

and 35.  

7.5.2 Market Simulation: Additional Product Scenario – Most Preferred  

In the additional product scenario, the product with the most preferred attribute-levels combined is 

added to the base scenario. The results show that the additional, highest utility product is preferred 

far above the others (3 to 5 times more preferred). The additional product takes up market share 

from all existing products, but cannibalizes the regular box packaging the most, making the other 

two existing product preferred in second place.  

7.5.3 Market Simulation: Cluster Targeting 

In the cluster targeting scenario, the new products are designed to attract people from the clusters 

identified in section 7.4. Cluster 1 applies the design that is aimed towards smaller households, the 

singles and elderly people. The differentiator in this is the smaller portion size in the package, 

creating a preference share of almost 40%. Cluster 2 aims at the larger households that prefer 

multiple products per pack and the larger portion sizes, creating a preference share of 25%. The 

other base scenario products lose their share significantly. The regular sachet can still account for 

16% of the shares, where the boxes decrease to about 10% of the market. 

7.6 Market Sensitivity Analysis 
The last step, and the most important step, in the data analysis is the sensitivity analysis. For this we 

use the base scenario and let the program adjust the product specifications with a single adjustment 

at the time, keeping all other attribute-levels constant. This process will provide insight in the 

incremental value of a change to the base product. This will visualize the real important attributes; 

i.e. where does the business has to focus on to achieve the best improvement?  

Figure 12 - Sensitivity Analysis - Share of Preference 
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The dotted line marks the base scenario, where the line marks the sensitivity of changes in the 

packaging form on the share of preference. As Figure 12 reveals, the share of preference is most 

sensitive on changes in the volume per product, up to +19,88%. The only other positive change in 

preference share is the change of the opening and sealing mechanism ‘Twist or Closing Cap’ 

(+10,03%), when all other attribute-levels remain the same.  

In Figure 13, the sensitivity analysis on the purchase likelihood is depicted. This follows, obviously, 

the same trend as the share of preference. The numbers in the graph represent the percentage of 

people that would purchase the product packaging. This reveals that the biggest (negative) influence 

on the purchase likelihood is the attribute-level ‘Pressing the Sides’ to open and seal the packaging (-

12,87%). Second, the volume per product creates an increase in purchase likelihood up to +9,89%.  

 

Figure 13 - Sensitivity Analysis - Purchase Likelihood 
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 Base Scenario   

Product Type Regular Box Action 
Box 

Regular 

Sachet 

  

Preference Share 34,46 33,39 32,14   

Std. Err. 1,22 1,27 1,32   

95% CI 
Lower 33,24 32,12 30,82   

Upper 35,68 34,66 33,46   

Product Specifications   

Packaging Shape 1 1 4   

Number of Products 1 2 1   

Volume per Product 3 3 3   

Storage Capability 3 3 2   

Opening and Sealing 1 1 1   

      

      

      

 Additional Most Preferred Pack  

Product Type Regular Box Action 
Box 

Regular 

Sachet 

Small 

Package 

 

Preference Share 10,11 17,57 18,11 54,21  

Std. Err. 0,75 1,23 1,31 1,99  

95% CI 
Lower 9,36 16,34 16,80 52,22  

Upper 10,86 18,80 19,42 56,20  

Product Specifications   

Packaging Shape 1 1 4 1  

Number of Products 1 2 1 1  

Volume per Product 3 3 3 1  

Storage Capability 3 3 2 3  

Opening and Sealing 1 1 1 2  
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Table 21 - Simulation Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*The simulation assumes equal influence on the market dynamics. This means that the new product input has an equal chance to be offered, advertized and sold as all other 

products in the simulation. Therefore, the values must be seen in light of this condition.

 Substitute Products per Cluster 

Product Type Regular Box Action 
Box 

Regular 

Sachet 

Cluster 1: 

Small Pack 

Cluster 2: 

Large Pack 

Preference Share 8,96 10,08 15,98 39,95 25,03 

Std. Err. 0,67 0,81 1,18 1,83 1,23 

95% CI 
Lower 8,29 9,27 14,80 38,12 23,80 

Upper 9,63 10,89 17,16 41,78 26,26 

Product Specifications   

Packaging Shape 1 1 4 1 1 

Number of Products 1 2 1 1 2 

Volume per Product 3 3 3 1 2 

Storage Capability 3 3 2 3 3 

Opening and Sealing 1 1 1 2 2 
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7. Discussion 
Progressing through the thesis the preferences of consumers for key packaging-related attributes 

formed the basis for stimulating new packaging concept development activities. The data from the 

adaptive conjoint survey provided useful insights in the preference structure for packaging-related 

product attributes of non-perishable commodities. The respondent sample provided by PanelClix 

consists of people with a relatively high age, averaging 50 years of age. Next to this, a second 

noteworthy demographic statistic is the relatively small amount of respondents with children at 

home (24,8%) and fairly large amount of single (25,3%) and two-adult (35,1%) households.  

This discussion of the results will start with the findings of this study. Second, we discuss the results 

more specifically related to Brand A, along with the recommendations. Third, the discussion take a 

more abstract view and handles the managerial implications for other businesses, contributions to 

the literature, and states the limitations of this study and offers future research directions.  

7.1 Important Findings of this Study 
7.1.1 Second Moment of Truth as Director of Attribute Importance 

The results of the conjoint analysis provided the answer to the main thesis research question:  

What are the key packaging-related attributes affecting the consumer preference for non-perishable 

commodities? 

The results show that consumers do have a clear order in the importance of the packaging-related 

attributes. The attribute ‘Opening and Sealing of the Packaging’ makes up for 25,7% of the packaging 

preference structure. This attributes directly influences the use of the product during the second 

moment of truth; i.e. the first real use of the product packaging. Several aspects of the product rely 

on this feature, like reusability, conservation, or opening of the package. 

Second in order is the attribute ‘Packaging Shape and Material’ (22,8%). This attribute could be 

interpreted as a facilitator of the handling of the product during the second moment of truth, but 

also create the visibility of the product. The shape of the packaging helps to get the attention of the 

consumer to the product (Boch, Brunel and Arnold, 2003 in, Raghubier and Greenleaf, 2006; Silayoi 

and Speece, 2007) and helps consumers relate to the product brand (Schoormans and Robben, 

1997). As it turns out, this influences the preference for a packaging for a fairly large part. Especially 

the rectangular paper box and the paper sachet can count on the preferred status.  

Third in order is the ‘Volume per Product’ (20,1%), which represents the weight of the packaging and 

the size of the meal to be prepared. Since households differ in composition, the preferred amount of 

product differs per person. As found during the cross-analysis between the household size and 

volume per product, small household sizes prefer fewer portions per product as they likely use less 

per meal. Like the previous two discussed attributes, the volume of the product directly affects the 

perceptions during the first use of the product. Decreasing household sizes already indicates that 

this feature is becoming increasingly important, where this thesis confirms this vision.  

The last two attributes account for the remaining 30% of the preference structure, with the ‘Number 

of Products per Package’ accounting for 16,0% and the ‘Storage Capability’ accounting for 15,4%. 

From this data there is no significant order between the two. The number of products per package is 

considered not a real deal breaker, most likely because the number of products per package is often 

limited to just 3 products per package. This seems not to form a big hurdle for most consumers. The 
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‘Storage Capability’ can provide the consumer with an extra feature of the packaging (save space, 

easy storage or visibility). The handling and storage of the packaging are directly affected by these 

features, providing some insight in the latent confirmation of consumers’ preference to convenient 

storage of the product. 

Overall, we can state that the attributes that are related to the second moment of truth (Berry, 

Carbone and Haeckel, 2002a), the first use of the product, can be considered the most important. 

These form the basis for developing the consumer satisfaction with the product (Simms and Trott, 

2010). The other attributes add extra features, which are considered less influencing the preference 

of the packaging.  

7.1.2 Trend of Decreasing Household Size 

The market simulations in section 6.4 and 

section 6.5 provide the most insight into the 

influence of the separate attribute-levels on 

the preference share for the packaging and 

the purchasing likelihood of consumers. 

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show what the 

incremental influence is of a change in 

attribute-level, keeping the rest of the levels 

equal to the base scenario product. The base 

scenario product is the current rectangular box, with a single product of 6 portions in size, to be 

lined up for storage visibility and opens for use by tearing off the side of the packaging. From this 

case, the best improvement is to change the 6 portion size package for a 2 portion size package; this 

increases the share of preference with about 20%, creating a packaging desired by 54,3% of the 

people and a purchasing likelihood of 68,3%. The 4 potion size alternative can account for an 

increase in preference share of 15%.  

Remarkable is that this is smaller than the current offering of portion sizes per packaging; this is 

currently set on 6 portions per package by (almost) all competitors. As also stated on page 20, the 

single person households are increasing in number. These make up for people in the younger ages 

and for people in the older ages. Therefore, this market is becoming increasingly important. Off all 

attributes under research, this one offers the most potential improvement of the product offering; 

i.e. smaller portion sizes can substantially contribute to the preference of consumers for certain 

product packaging. 

7.1.3 Resealability as Latent Desire? 

Consumers stress the importance of the facilities of opening and 

resealing the product packaging. As derived from the market 

simulations with potential packaging designs, a 10% additional 

share of preference can be gained by just changing the opening 

and sealing facilitation from a tearing-off strip to a twist or 

closing cap. This could be explained by the desire of the 

consumer to be able to conserve the product better or to be 

able to reuse the left over product on a later time. Current 

products do not offer this explicitly, but seems to be desired nevertheless. Brands can differentiate 

themselves among competitors and provide the consumers the extra benefit of convenience during 
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the first use of the product. Remarkable is that this twist or closing cap is not most preferred by a 

single group of people who recognized a certain brand, but gained the highest preference by 

gathering on average the highest score; i.e. this option is preferred by the whole sample, regardless 

of the brand orientation of people.  

7.1.4 Avoid Product Confusion 

But next to the positive influences of incremental changes to the packaging design, there also a few 

changes that should be avoided. The plastic pouch as the basis of a package can lead to a large 

decrease in purchase likelihood. This relatively new packaging form became popular with the other 

products since 2009, but for the focal products people react with reservation. This might be caused 

by the fact that this confuses people; the package is similar to the other products but it is not used 

the same way (Young, 2004). Next to the pouch shape, the plastic cup also tends to decrease the 

purchase likelihood, like the pouch, this form is mainly used in combination with pastes. Alongside 

this result is the result of the attribute-level ‘Pressing the Sides’ to open and use the package. This 

feature is mostly used with these packaging forms and turns 

out to be least preferred by the consumers. Overall, this 

might be explained by the fact that these two forms (pouch 

and cup) are mainly used for other types of products and 

thus create a mismatch with the consumers’ current 

product beliefs. The current offering of a rectangular box or 

a paper sachet is the best option to create purchase 

likelihood.  

7.1.5 Considerations for Secondary Improvements 

The results on the number of products per package must be interpreted in twofold: on average the 

single pack is preferred above the multi product packs, but analyzing the clusters found in the data, 

one cluster actually prefers the multi product packs above the single pack. Although this is an 

interesting option to consider in the new design, this attribute is considered less important for the 

consumers and might therefore be considered not a deal-breaker. The two clusters of respondents 

that are identified show a noteworthy, but fairly obvious, insight: 1) people who are in a small 

household situation, mainly youngsters and elderly, prefer just a single pack, where the larger 

households with children prefer the multipacks. 

The options to store the packaging is considered not of great importance by consumers. But within 

this attribute the current level which Brand A uses seems to be the correct one. Brand A presents 

their packaging design in such a way that consumers can line up multiple packages and see the 

variety in product choice. This is one level that is shared among all clusters found during the 

analyses. It provides the insight that visibility of the product is more beneficial to consumers than 

merely saving space. This brings convenience to consumers when they have multiple packages in 

their storage facilities and they like to know what they got in an instance.  

7.1.6 Attracting New Consumers, but with Danger of Cannibalization 

For a better understanding of the market dynamics and the packaging preference, the simulation 

results show what introductions of new designs could do with the current packaging performance. 

The added new packaging designs are optimized to match the most preferred pack for the consumer 

market. The simulations visualize that the introduction of the preferred packages cannibalizes the 

preference share of the regular box packaging the most, closely followed by the action double packs. 
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The regular sachet also loses preference share, but in a lesser extent than the boxes. Many 

consumers would switch from the current product packaging of a rectangular box with single pack of 

6 portions to the more preferred packaging of a rectangular box with multiple products of 2 or 4 

portions. The promising observation is that also a part of the consumers will switch from the paper 

sachet to the more preferred packaging, creating a desired larger market share for the new product 

packaging. Overall, the new packaging design could win about 50% of the preference shares of the 

current design in the new market situation.  

Via sensitivity analyses of design changes, incremental gains and losses in the purchasing likelihood 

show consumer reactions to these design changes. The purchase likelihood of the current product 

design is about 58,44%, which means that almost 6 out of 10 people would consider purchasing the 

packaging design, if their choice depends solely on the design. The largest incremental gain can be 

achieved by accounting for less portions per product package, with a gain of almost 10% extra 

consumers. Except for the twist or closing cap (+3,7%), all other attribute-levels have a negative 

influence on the purchase likelihood compared to the current offering.  

7.2 Results for Brand A 
7.2.1 Comparison with the Current Product Packaging Design 

The results show two promising changes in the packaging design: downsize on the portions per 

product and provide multiple products per packaging. Especially portion size is considered an 

important product attribute. Next, we can state that the current offering of a rectangular box and 

paper sachet is a correct one. These attribute-levels are, respectively, the number one and two 

preferred options. Though, the response of the consumers that they prefer a twist or closing cap 

triggers the thought of why they do prefer this. This feature represents the feature to reseal the 

product packaging after the first use, which might indicate that multiple use of the product is 

desired. Further, the current attempt to present their packaging with the ability to improve visibility 

of variety is a preferred one by consumers. Lining up the packages provides this feature the best and 

is preferred over saving space. This might be due to the inability to stack or nest products in the 

kitchen cabins of consumers.  

7.2.2 Recommendations for Brand A 
Out of the insights on the consumer preferences and specific Brand A-consumer preferences, some 

valuable recommendations are listed for consideration. As stated before, the largest deviations from 

the most preferred situation are the portion size of the products and the resealability of the 

packaging. These two attribute options can improve the offering substantially. The number of 

products per package is a partially supported offering, where currently both single pack and action 

multi packs are in stores. The preference of the other attributes, the packaging material and shape 

and the storage capabilities, largely match the current offering.  

First, provide the possibility for consumers to purchase smaller portions sizes. Smaller households 

are becoming an increasingly important market to address. Where Brand A-consumers prefer the 4 

portion size, the average consumer is aiming towards the smaller 2 portion size packages.  

Second, continue and exploit the storage capability feature more, as this is done by few competitors 

and already a prime feature in the current design. Although not considered decisive for consumers, 

this is still an extra benefit to the offering of the product packaging.  
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Third, where the Brand A-consumers prefer the multi pack 

offerings, the average consumer in the market is leaning 

towards the single packs. Therefore, to attract the new 

consumers, it will remain important to offer both 

options for purchase.  

Fourth, the Brand A-consumer can be clustered in two 

groups, but when analyzing these two groups it 

becomes clear that there a merely minor differences. 

Therefore, Brand A should acknowledge the two types of 

consumers, but could choose to aim for one general packaging design.  

7.3 General View of the Results 

7.3.1 General Managerial Implication 

As this research is performed in assistance of Company A, we can develop several managerial 

implications that can apply to more businesses. First, as this also the most important finding for 

Brand A, the preference for smaller portion sizes in combination with decreasing household sizes 

provides the insight that businesses must react to the wish of consumers for smaller product sizes. 

These people like to get products aimed to their needs. Consumers prefer to buy the right amount of 

product instead of too much for a single meal. Basically, the convenience for household size specific 

products.  

Second, also relating to the convenience for consumers, the resealability of product packaging. Next 

to the freshness perception that this feature expresses, we think that this functionality also 

expresses the desire to use the needed right amount of product. When consumers are able to reseal 

the product packaging, the business is able to produce larger product sizes and consumers can use 

the product multiple times. Do remember that, as found by Wansink (1996), larger package sizes are 

only more attractive when the perceived unit costs decrease. Not all larger product packaging sizes 

are more convenient for consumers. A potential result of larger product packaging is the more 

aggregate usage volume; e.g. more repeat buy’s per consumer (Wansink, 1996).  

Third, results of the shape and material of the packaging show 

that the consumer is fairly conservative in the perception on 

how a non-perishable commodity looks like. Consumers 

react to these new packaging deviations and can become 

confused by it (Schoormans and Robben, 1997). We 

believe that new packaging designs in these markets 

should not deviate too much from the current form and 

should follow a more incremental improvement.  

 

8.3.2 Theoretical Contribution and Relevance 

Next to the relevance for Company A’s concept development activities, this research also has some 

theoretical contributions. As a research domain, packaging development is a fairly recent domain, 

increasing in importance. Where until the ‘90s consumers had less choice between products, were 

more brand loyal or decided what to buy before they came to the stores, now consumers decide 

what to buy at the shelves more often (Prendergast and Pitt, 1996). Products have more competition 
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of other brands and have to differentiate their product at the shelf. Interaction with the consumer, 

visibility and attraction, is important to increase the purchase likelihood. The packaging form 

contributes to this and can therefore be considered an interesting research domain (Underwood, 

2003).  

As recent research studies confirm the importance of product packaging to the consumer 

preferences, this research took this a step further. Where until now, research focused on the general 

packaging technology or a single packaging attribute, this research splits the packaging technology in 

multiple attributes and includes them in the same study. By incorporating multiple packaging-related 

attributes, insight in the individual parts of a product packaging is realized. This can help to focus on 

more specific parts of the packaging and direct resources in a more efficient way.  

Alongside previous research of Silayoi and Speece (2007) and Boch, Brunel and Arnold (2003), this 

study confirms the importance of the structural shape and materials of the product packaging. 

Although this research employs a different angle, the results show that this packaging-related 

attribute influences the consumer preference for packaging designs.  

Where most research studies are limited to one or two structural packaging-related attributes and 

often include these among other product attributes, this research study only focuses on the 

packaging-related attributes. Hereby acknowledging the importance of the product packaging as 

argued by Young (2004) and offering a deeper insight between the consumers’ preferences for 

packaging features.  

8.3.3 Limitations and Follow-up Research 

As this research offers insights in the consumer preference on packaging-related product attributes, 

not all areas of interested could be incorporated during this thesis. There are some limitations and 

interesting leads to convert into future research activities. 

This research was limited to a respondent sample of approximately 250 respondents of which in 

total 194 completed questionnaires could be used for analysis. Due to the measurement error and 

reliability of respondent’s answers, it could be argued that the final sample is at the minimum. The 

desired number of respondents for such surveys is around 250 up to 1200. As this respondent 

sampling is done via a third party, the control over the demographics was given out of the 

researcher’s control. This has lead to an overrepresentation of the elderly people (+60 years) and 

underrepresentation of youngsters (-29 years). Therefore, the results for these two groups should be 

taken with caution. We recommend to do further research with a larger consumer sample, to be 

able to eliminate low-reliable respondent results and to be able to level-out the demographic 

differences.  

Second, a conjoint analysis is restricted in the inclusion of the amount of attributes in the research. 

Although the most interesting key packaging-related attributes are included, the formation of these 

attributes lead to loss of more specific attribute insights. For example, the packaging shape and 

material are seen as dependent on each other and therefore combined, but this lead to the loss of a 

sustainability-oriented attribute. This is a topic that is highly valued within many organizations and 

could have been an interesting attribute to incorporate. These attributes could be the subject of 

future research projects. This is also the case for the current attribute “Opening and Sealing of the 

Package”. 
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Third, as the results are discussed, some new interesting research areas emerge. The management 

of Brand A showed interest in a future research topic on the resealability of the product packaging. 

This study showed that consumers have the latent preference to close the packaging in case of more 

product/portions per packaging. Therefore, future research should point out whether this is actually 

a consideration of the consumers to buy larger packages when the product can be preserved. And if 

so, what resealability feature could aid in the convenience of this situation. A second future topic is 

the cost benefits of using single layer packaging and the preference for the paper boxes versus the 

freshness perception of products in aluminum-paper sachets. As this study merely indirectly can 

answer these topics, these areas have gained interest for the future.  
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Appendix 1 - Attribute-List Formation 
 

Attribute Description Potential Pitfalls Result 

Attraction The design of the lay-out on the outside package.  Brands try to position their products between 

other brands, so this is determined by Marketing. 

Excluded due to positioning strategy that is in 

place. 

Brand The brand of the product.  This might cause bias in results, since people tend 

to judge on brand preference and less on the 

individual attributes. 

Excluded due to potential response bias caused 

by brand preferences. 

Dosing The facilitation of a dosing mechanism on the 

package.  

Depends on the shape and inside/outside package. 

Closely linked to ‘Pour’ 

Excluded due to time limitations for the survey 

and marked secondary importance by 

supervisors.  

Eco-Friendliness The environmental responsibility by the package.  Depends on the outside and inside package 

material. 

Excluded due to dependence on the material of 

the package. 

Form The shape of the inside/outside package. Depends on the outside and inside package 

material.  

Combined with ‘Inside Packaging’ and ‘Form’ 

into ‘Packaging Shape and Material’. 

Grab The facilitation to manoeuvre the package.  Depends on the shape and inside/outside package. Excluded due to dependence on the shape of 

the package and marked secondary importance 

by supervisors. 

Informational The information about the product which is 

displayed on the package.  

Companies often hold a standard on what 

information to include. 

Excluded due to company standards that are in 

place.  

Open The mechanism to open the product package.  Depends on the shape and inside/outside package 

material. 

Closely linked to ‘Seal’. 

Combined with ‘Seal’ into ‘Opening and Sealing 

the Package’.  

Packaging The number of packaging layers used (inside 

and/or outside layers).  

Depends on the shape and inside/outside package 

material. 

Transformed into the ‘Number of Products per 

Package’ due to capturing the intended benefit 

and extra benefit of more products per 

package.  
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Packaging Inside The existence of the inside layer of packaging.  Depends on the outside package and the shape. Combined with ‘Outside Packaging’ and ‘Form’ 

into ‘Packaging Shape and Material’. 

Packaging Outside The material of the outside layer of packaging. This 

could also be the primary layer, in direct contact 

with the product. 

Depends on the desired shape.  Combined with ‘Inside Packaging’ and ‘Form’ 

into ‘Packaging Shape and Material’. 

Place The facilitation to (re)place the package during the 

usage.  

Depends on the shape and inside/outside package. Excluded due to dependence on the shape of 

the package.  

Pour The mechanism to pour the product out of the 

package.  

Depends on the shape and inside/outside package. 

Closely linked to ‘Dosing’. 

Excluded due to time limitation and marked 

secondary importance by supervisors. 

Price The retail price of the product. Consumers value price over many other product 

attributes, which causes bias in the preference 

results.  

Excluded due to potential bias caused by 

consumers’ focus on price differences.  

Seal  The mechanism to seal the product package.  Depends on the shape and inside/outside package. 

Closely linked to ‘Open’. 

Combined with ‘Open’ into ‘Opening and 

Sealing the Package’. 

Shelf Impact The size of the package that influences the shelf 

impact.  

Depends on the shape of the package. Excluded due to dependence on the shape of 

the package, the volume and number of 

products per package.  

Storage The possibility to stack the package to save space 

or easy variation visibility. 

Depends on the shape and inside/outside package. Included in the survey as ‘Storage Capability’.  

Value Communication The value that the package communicates to the 

consumers.  

Brands try to position their products between 

other brands, so this is determined by Marketing. 

Difficult to visualize unambiguously.  

Excluded due to positioning strategy that is in 

place. 

Visuals The pictorial visuals on the outside package.  The great variety of potential pictures makes it 

difficult to get a clear representation in the study. 

Excluded due to difficulty to visualize 

unambiguously.  

Volume The amount of portions that a single product 

package contains.  

Number-of-Levels bias can cause over importance 

level. 

Included in the survey as ‘Volume’. 

Table 22 - Attribute-List Formation 
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Appendix 2 – Conjoint Analysis Development 
As background material to the development of the conjoint analyis, the steps from the research of 

Green and Srinivasan (1978) are explained and discussed: 

Step 1:  Model of Preference; this aspect deals with the interpretation of the attribute utilities. There 

are three ways to interpret the results: 

- Vector Model; the linear line that can be drawn through the utilities. 

- Ideal Point Model; the curve linear line that can be drawn through the utilities help to predict the 

ideal point utility.  

- Part-Worth Model; the utilities are seen as individual points with a piecewise linear curve 

between the attribute levels.  

 
Figure 14 - Model of Preference 

The model of preference depends on the interpretation of the attribute-levels, i.e. when the 

attribute-levels are metric, the most interesting models are the vector and the ideal point models. 

These allow the estimation of attribute-levels outside the scope of the study. When the attribute-

levels are non-metric, the part-worth function model is the single option, since this assumes that the 

levels are independent. This research uses non-metric attributes, which directs us to follow a part-

worth function model of preference. 

Step 2: Data Collection Method; the preference measurement form used in the study, with ranking 

profiles over each other and/or rating profiles on a Likert-scale, paired comparison, or constant sum 

scales. These forms can be applied in the methods full profile assessment, partial profile assessment, 

and self-explication. Several conjoint analyses employ one or more of these data collection methods, 

depending on the logic behind the analyses (Orme, 2009, at Sawtooth Software Inc.). 

- Conjoint Value is a technique that uses full profiles of attributes that are ranked (pairwise or 

single). The benefit is that as in real life, the respondent assess the whole set of attributes at the 

same time. Besides that, this technique allows for both paper-and-pencil survey and computer-

based survey. The downside is that due to full profile design, the attribute amount is limited to 

maximally 6 (Conjoint Value Analysis, Sawtooth Software, 2002).  

- The Choice-Based Conjoint is a technique that directs the respondent into a ‘real-life’ situation, 

where he/she needs to choose between product profiles, with the option to reject all options. It 

is aimed to predict choices between products as realistic as possible. The downside is that due to 

this design, the amount of attributes under research is limited (Choice-Based Conjoint, Sawtooth 

Software, 2008).  

- Adaptive Conjoint is a technique that is able to assess more than the originally advised amount of 

attributes. This method is developed around different sections in the questionnaire, whereby the 

first set of questions presented just a few attributes to get familiar with the set up. Then 

accordingly to the answers provided in these first questions, the second part adapts to these first 
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chosen preferences per consumer. The downside of this technique is that it has to be computer-

based, due to the adaptive nature of the questionnaire (Adaptive Conjoint Analysis, Sawtooth 

Software, 2007).  

- Adaptive Choice-Based Conjoint essentially combines the two previous techniques together. This 

allows for the benefit of adaptive concept profiling and the benefit of the more realistic choice 

based situation. In this technique the consumers are first asked to build their own preferred 

product with the pre-determined attributes, which is then adapted into slightly distinct profiles to 

evaluate. The downside is that it generally takes more time to complete (Adaptive Choice-Based 

Conjoint, Sawtooth Software, 2009).  

This research employs an Adaptive Conjoint Analysis. See for the reasoning behind this choice in the 

next part of the Research Methodology, Chapter 5.2 – Methodology Design.  

Step 3: Stimulus Set Construction; the utilities of the attributes are assumed to have an additive 

character or interactive character. The Additive Model assumes that the chosen attributes in the 

study are independent of each other and have close to zero influence on each other; the utilities of 

all attributes can be added together to identify the optimal set of attributes. The Interactive Model 

assumes that some attributes in the study may correlate with other attributes; the utilities of the 

attributes need to be assessed on the individual and interaction part. This research uses an additive 

model, where, minus some potential prohibitions, all combinations of attribute-levels are possible.  

Step 4: Stimulus Presentation; the presentation method of the stimulus, attributes, can be done via a 

short description, a paragraph, or visuals. This research uses a short description of the attributes, 

complemented with a visual to provide a conceptual picture.  

Step 5: Measurement Scale and Estimation Technique; the estimation method depends on the 

previous made decisions on data collection method and model of preference interpretation to 

convert the utility estimates into useable results. The results can be either metric, which can be 

interpreted via all preference models, or non-metric, which is restricted to part-worth modelling. 

The most used statistical estimation techniques that convert the data are Monanova, Linmap, 

Hierarchical Bayes, Ordinary Least Squares Regression, and LOGIT. This research uses the 

recommended option in the Sawtooth Software program, the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 

Regression. As Green and Srinivasan (1978) argued, the OLS estimation procedure provides similar 

results as the other, non-metric, measures. Although, the additive model and a part-worth utility 

function, the data is collected via a metric, rating-based measurement scale.  

Step 6: Simulation Model; the simulation technique converts the utility data in more managerial 

output by using simulation. The output can be aimed at maximizing the utility of the product, 

averaging the utility of the product concepts, or using the logit value of the product concepts to 

identify the most preferred concepts.  This research uses a first choice (maximum utility) approach 

to determine the most preferred attribute profile. The highest utilities per respondent are combined 

into a single concept to determine the respondents most preferred profile. 

Step 7: Cluster Analysis; this aspects deals with the identification of the heterogeneous segments in 

the data. There are various segmentation techniques, of which in this study the Connectivity-Based 

(Hierarchical Clustering and Two-Step Clustering) and the Centroid-Based (K-Means) clustering have 

the highest interest. These techniques are most used in conjoint analyses (Hair et al., 2010).  

- Hierarchical Clustering starts the procedure in which all observations are its own cluster. 

Observations are clustered based on a measure of dissimilarity. The smallest distances between 
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(clusters of) observations cause them to merge together. Each instance, the merging continues 

until a single cluster is achieved.  

- K-Means starts with the choice of number of clusters to find. Based on the Euclidean distances of 

observations, the observations are assigned to the appropriate cluster.  

This research applies the hierarchical clustering method to determine which clusters can be 

identified. By using the dendrogram and the visualized merging steps, the segments of observations 

will be identified and analyzed.   
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Appendix 3 - Questionnaire Design 
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The graphics used during the conjoint analysis:        

 
One Product per Package Two Products per Package Three Products per Package 

      
 2 Portions per Product 4 Portions per Product 6 Portions per Product 

   
 Plastic Cup Paper Sachet Plastic Pouch Cylindrical Shape 
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Rectangular Paper Box  

 

     
Stack to Store Packages Line Up to Store Packages   Nest to Store Packages 

 

       
 Twist Top or Bottom to Use the Product  Press the Sides 

 

            
  Paper Sachet Twist or Closing Cap 
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Appendix 4 – Graphs of the Attribute-Level Utility Results 
 

 
Figure 15 - Utility Report: Packaging Shape and Material 

 

 

 
Figure 16 - Utility Report: Number of Products per Package 
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Figure 17 - Utility Report: Volume per Product 

 

 

 
Figure 18 - Utility Report: Storage Capability 
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Figure 19 - Utility Report: Opening and Sealing the Packaging 

 

 
Figure 20 - Utility Report: Attribute Importance 
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Appendix 5 – Descriptive Statistics 
 

Age Category 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cum. Percent 

Valid Till 29 Years 24 12,3 12,4 12,4 

From 30 to 44 Years 40 20,5 20,6 33,0 

From 45 to 59 Years 63 32,3 32,5 65,5 

Over 60 Years 67 34,4 34,5 100,0 

Total 194 99,5 100,0  

Missing System 1 ,5   

 Total 195 100,0   

Table 23 - Descriptive Statistics: Age 

 

Gender 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cum. Percent 

Valid Man 98 50,3 51,0 51,0 

Vrouw 94 48,2 49,0 100,0 

Total 192 98,5 100,0  

Missing System 3 1,5   

 Total 195 100,0   

Table 24 - Descriptive Statistics: Gender 

 

Income Category 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cum. Percent 

Valid Minder dan 25.000 47 24,1 25,0 25,0 

Tussen 25.000 en 35.000 72 36,9 38,3 63,3 

Tussen 35.000 en 45.000 34 17,4 18,1 81,4 

Meer dan 45.000 35 17,9 18,6 100,0 

Total 188 96,4 100,0  

Missing System 7 3,6   

 Total 195 100,0   

Table 25 - Descriptive Statistics: Income 
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   Household - Children (Younger than 16 Years) 

Total    0 1 2 4 

Household - Adults  
(16 Years or Older) 

0 Count 10 2 1 1 14 

% of Total 5,2% 1,0% ,5% ,5% 7,2% 

1 Count 49 5 3 2 59 

% of Total 25,3% 2,6% 1,5% 1,0% 30,4% 

2 Count 68 13 14 0 95 

% of Total 35,1% 6,7% 7,2% ,0% 49,0% 

3 Count 8 3 2 0 13 

% of Total 4,1% 1,5% 1,0% ,0% 6,7% 

4 Count 9 0 1 0 10 

% of Total 4,6% ,0% ,5% ,0% 5,2% 

5 Count 2 1 0 0 3 

% of Total 1,0% ,5% ,0% ,0% 1,5% 

Total Count 146 24 21 3 194 

% of Total 75,3% 12,4% 10,8% 1,5% 100,0% 

Table 26 - Descriptive Statistics: Household Composition 

 

Brand Recognition Statistics 

 Cases % 

Brand B 194 63 

Brand A 194 61 

Brand C 194 60 

Brand D 194 51 

Brand E 194 48 

Brand F 194 48 

Brand G 194 18 

Brand H 194 15 

Brand I 194 13 

Brand K 194 11 

Brand J 194 7 

Table 27 - Descriptive Statistics: Brand Recognition 
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Appendix 6 – One-Way ANOVA Results 
A one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of age on the packaging 

shapes and material preferences in the age categories. There are two significant effect found: age on 

the packaging shape and material preference for paper sachet at the p<.10 level for the four age 

categories (F(3,189)=2.242, p=.085).The contrast coefficient created, till 29 years versus the rest, 

shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=-2.36, p=.019) for this comparison. In the Post-Hoc test 

Turkey HSD, the group  till 29 years prefer the paper sachet significantly less,  than the group from 

45 to 59 years (MDiff=-26.60). 

Second, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of age on the 

number of products per package preferences in the age categories. All categories are found 

significant:  

- age on the number of products per package preference for a single pack at the p<.05 level for the 

four age categories (F(3,190)=5.307, p=.002).The contrast coefficient created, over 60 years versus 

the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=3.843, p=.00) for this comparison. In the 

Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group over 60 years prefer the single pack significantly more, than 

the group till 29 years (MDiff=24.67), from 40 to 45 years (MDiff=23.23) and from 45 to 59 years 

(MDiff=25.62). 

- age on the number of products per package preference for double pack at the p<.10 level for the 

four age categories (F(3,190)=2.226, p=.087).The contrast coefficients created, from 30 to 44 years 

versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.10 level (t=-1.690, p=.093) for this comparison, 

and from 45 to 59 years versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.10 level (t=1.966, 

p=.051). In the Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group from 30 to 44 years prefer the double pack 

significantly less, than the group from 45 to 59 years (MDiff=-16.67). 

- age on the number of products per package preference for triple pack at the p<.05 level for the 

four age categories (F(3,190)=4.211, p=.007).The contrast coefficients created, from 30 to 44 years 

versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=2.432, p=.016) for this comparison, 

and over 60 years, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=-3.107, p=.002). In the Post-Hoc 

test Turkey HSD, the group from 30 to 44 years prefer the triple pack significantly more than the 

group over 60 (MDiff=27.47). 

Third, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of age on the 

volume per product preferences in the age categories. All categories are found significant:  

- age on the volume per product preference for a 2 portion size at the p<.05 level for the four age 

categories (F(3,190)=9.974, p=.00).The contrast coefficients created, from 30 to 44 years versus 

the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=-4.082, p=.00) for this comparison, and 

over 60 years versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=4.423, p=.00) for this 

comparison. In the Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group  from 30 to 44 years prefer the 2 portion 

size significantly less than the groups till 29 years (MDiff=-29.39), from 45 to 59 years (MDiff=-

22.65), and over 60 years (MDiff=-48,28). The group over 60 years also prefer the 2 portion size 

significantly more than the group from 45 to 59 years (MDiff=25,63). 

- age on the volume per product preference for 4 portion size at the p<.05 level for the four age 

categories (F(3,190)=4.253, p=.006).The contrast coefficients created, from 30 to 44 years versus 

the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=2.362, p=.019) for this comparison, and 

over 60 years versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=-3.133, p=.002). In 
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the Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group 30 to 44 years prefer the 4 portion size significantly 

more than the group over 60 years (MDiff=21.41). 

- age on the volume per product preference for 6 portion size at the p<.05 level for the four age 

categories (F(3,190)=4.611, p=.004).Due to the a significant Levene’s Test (p<.001), we assume 

unequal variances. This leads to the contrast coefficients created, from 30 to 44 years versus the 

rest, which shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=2.348, p=.023) for this comparison, and 

over 60 years versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=-2.892, p=.004). In 

the Post-Hoc test Games-Howell, the group over 60 years prefer the 6 portion size significantly 

less than the groups from 30 to 44 years (MDiff=-26.88) and from 45 to 59 years (MDiff=-16.42). 

Fourth, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of age on the 

storage capability preferences in the age categories. All categories are found not significant.  

Fifth, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of age on the 

opening and sealing of the package preferences in the age categories. Two categories are found 

significant:  

- age on the opening and sealing of the package preference for tearing-off the side at the p<.10 

level for the four age categories (F(3,190)=2.238, p=.085).The contrast coefficients created, from 

45 to 59 years versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=2.081, p=.039) for 

this comparison.  In the Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group from 45 to 59 years prefer the 

tearing-off side significantly more than the group over 60 years (MDiff=19.56). 

- age on the opening and sealing of the package preference for pressing the sides at the p<.10 level 

for the four age categories (F(3,190)=2.544, p=.058).The contrast coefficients created, from 30 to 

44 years versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.10 level (t=-1.956, p=.052) for this 

comparison, and over 60 years versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level 

(t=2.312, p=.022). ). In the Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group from 30 to 44 years prefer 

pressing the sides significantly less than the group over 60 years (MDiff=-22.92). 

For the segmentation by gender, male and female, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was 

conducted to compare the relation between gender and the packaging shapes and material 

preferences. There was just one significant effect found: on the packaging shape and material 

preference for a rectangular box, paper or plastic at the p<.10 level for the gender (F(1,190)=3.362, 

p=.068). The males (M=21.95) prefer the rectangular box significantly less than the females 

(M=32.18), though both have on average a positive influence on preference. 

Second, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between 

gender and the products per package. There was just one significant effect found: on the products 

per package preference for a triple pack at the p<.10 level for the gender (F(1,190)=3.052, p=.082). 

The males (M=-16.21) prefer the triple pack significantly less than the females (M=-6.12), though 

both have on average a negative influence on preference. 

Third, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between gender 

and the volume per product. None of the groups were found a significant difference for the 

attribute-levels.  

Fourth, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between 

gender and the storage capability. None of the groups were found a significant difference for the 

attribute-levels.  
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Fifth, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between gender 

and the opening and sealing of the package. None of the groups were found a significant difference 

for the attribute-levels.  

For the segmentation by income statement, with the categories ‘less than €25.000’, ‘€25.000-

€35.000’, ‘€35.000-€45.000’, and more than €45.000, a  one-way between subjects ANOVA was 

conducted to compare the relation between income statement and the packaging shape and 

material preference. There was just one significant effect found: on the packaging shape and 

material preference for a plastic cup at the p<.05 level for the income (F(3,184)=4.423, p=.005). 

The contrast coefficients created, less than €25.000 versus the rest, shows a significant value at the 

p<.05 level (t=2.551, p=.012) for this comparison, €25.000-€35.000 versus the rest, shows a 

significant value at the p<.10 level (t=1.848, p=.066) for this comparison, and €35.000-€45.000 

versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=-2.699, p=.008) for this comparison.  In 

the Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group between €35.000-€45.000 prefer the plastic cup 

significantly less  than the group ‘less than €25.000’ (MDiff=-28.65) and between ‘€25.000-€35.000’ 

(MDiff=-23.90). 

Second, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between the 

income statement and the products per package. None of the groups were found a significant 

difference for the attribute-levels.  

Third, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between the 

income statement and the volume per product. None of the groups were found a significant 

difference for the attribute-levels. 

Fourth, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between the 

income statement and the storage capability. There was just one significant effect found: on the 

storage capability preference for nesting the products at the p<.10 level for the income 

(F(3,184)=2.489, p=.062).The contrast coefficients created, less than €25.000 versus the rest, shows 

a significant value at the p<.05 level (t=2.483, p=.014) for this comparison, and more than €45.000 

versus the rest, shows a significant value at the p<.10 level (t=-1.776, p=.077) for this comparison. In 

the Post-Hoc test Turkey HSD, the group ‘less than €25.000’ prefer nesting the product significantly 

more than the group with more than €45.000 (MDiff=20.06). 

Fifth, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the relation between the 

income statement and the opening and sealing of the package. None of the groups were found a 

significant difference for the attribute-levels. 

An independent sample t-test between the household composition and the packaging shape and 

material preference. Three attribute-levels showed significant difference: with the cylindrical shape 

at the p<.10 level (t=-1.930, p=.055), with the plastic cup at the p<.0.5 level (t=-2.352, p<0.20), and 

with the paper sachet at the p<.05 level (t=2.233, p<.027). The group with more adults (M=-3.28) 

prefer the cylindrical shape significantly less than the single adults (M=8.27), the plastic cup 

significantly less (M=-10.88 vs. M=3.13), and the paper sachet significantly more (M=8.59 vs. M=-

7.08). 

Second, an independent sample t-test between the household composition and the products per 

package preference. There was just one significant effect found: on the products per package  
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preference for a double pack at the p<.10 level (F(2,94.12)=4.387, t=-1.691, p=.094). The group with 

more adults (M=-5.71) prefer the double package significantly less than the single adults (M=4.79).  

Third, an independent sample t-test between the household composition and the portions per 

product. There was just one significant effect found: on the portions per package preference for 2 

portions per product at the p<.05 level (t=-2.025, p<.044).The group with more adults (M=17.12) 

prefer the 2 portion size significantly less, although positive, than the single adults (M=31.44).  

Fourth, an independent sample t-test between the household composition and the storage 

capability. None of the groups were found a significant difference for the attribute-levels. 

Fifth, an independent sample t-test between the household composition and the opening and 

sealing of the package. There was just one significant effect found: on the opening and sealing 

preference for pressing the sides at the p<.10 level (t=-1.836, p<.068). The group with more adults 

(M=-48.28) prefer pressing the sides significantly less than the single adults (M=-36.57).  

 

The segmentation based on brand recognition is done per attribute, where the respondents are 

categorized in recognized the brand and did not recognize the brand. This way we can see whether 

people who recognized the brand prefer significantly different attribute-levels than those who did 

not.  

- Packaging Shape and Material 

People who recognized Brand B differ on two attribute levels, namely the rectangular box at the 

p<.05 level (t=-2.31, p=.022) with MDiff=-13.07 and the plastic cup at the p<.05 level (t=2.035, 

p=.043) with MDiff=12.06. 

People who recognized Brand C differ on one attribute level, namely the cylindrical shape at the 

p<.05 level (t=-2.08, p=.039) with MDiff=-12.04. 

People who recognized Brand F differ on one attribute level, namely the plastic pouch at the 

p<.05 level (t=2.09, p=.038) with MDiff=12.66. 

People who recognized Brand K differ on one attribute level, namely the cylindrical shape at the 

p<.05 level (t=-1.81, p=.072) with MDiff=-16.88. 

- Products per Package 

People who recognized Brand A differ on one attribute level, namely the single pack at the 

p<.05 level (t=-2.36, p=.019) with MDiff=-14.58. 

- Volume per Product 

People who recognized Brand A differ on two attribute levels, namely the 2 portion size at the 

p<.05 level (t=-2.85, p=.005) with MDiff=-19.87, and on the 4 portion size at the p<.05 level 

(t=2.77, p=.006) with MDiff=12.82.  

People who recognized Brand B differ on one attribute level, namely the 4 portion size at the 

p<.10 level (t=-1.84, p=.067) with MDiff=-8.59.  

- Storage Capability 

People who recognized Brand B differ on one attribute level, namely to stack the package to 

store the product at the p<.10 level (t=-1.77, p=.079) with MDiff=-9.70. 

People who recognized Brand C differ on one attribute level, namely to line up the package to 

see varieties at the p<.05 level (t=-2.23, p=.027) with MDiff=-10.35. 

People who recognized Brand G differ on one attribute level, namely to nest the package to 

store the product at the p<.10 level (t=1.75, p=.081) with MDiff=11.87. 
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- Opening and Sealing the Package 

People who recognized Brand A differ on one attribute level, namely to tear off the side to open 

the package at the p<.10 level (t=1.88, p=.062) with MDiff=13.23. 

People who recognized Brand D differ on one attribute level, namely to tear off the side to open 

the package at the p<.10 level (t=1.74, p=.084) with MDiff=11.94. 

People who recognized Brand G differ on one attribute level, namely to tear off the side to open 

the package at the p<.10 level (t=-1.74, p=.084) with MDiff=-15.71. 

People who recognized Brand H differ on one attribute level, namely to twist the top or bottom 

to use the package at the p<.05 level (t=-2.18, p=.031) with MDiff=-16.93. 
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